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MISCELLANEOUS.
In 1S03, the revenue of Mexico exceeded! ender the grass which nature had provided by 
820,000,000. The revenue of our Union was j the way-side, sometime aided in arid districts 
then but 811,000,000. In 1803, the mines of. by a few handfulls of maize, 
the United States produced neither coal, iron,! The proverbial cheapness of horses and 
gold, silver, or lead, of any appreciable value ; i mules, and the low cost of transportation in a 
but the average of the gold and silver ofMex-, country for which nature had done so much, 
ico, in that single year, exceeded 827,000,000. j and art so little, are thus easily explained.— 
In 1S03, Humboldt advocates the policy of! In California, our late acquisition, the adap
[From  Hunt’s .Merchants’ Magazine, for February.]
Past and present Position and lie- 
sources of Mexico.
HER R E L A T IO N S TO T H E  U N IT E D  S T A T E S —  
PO LICY O F T H E  L A T T E R  C O U N T R Y .
Amid the din of arms, the conflie-t of poli­
tics, and the derangement of funds, incident 
to a stale of war, a full and dispassionate dis-
opening new communications with the coast 
of Mexico and suggests that the fertile soil of 
her inland valleys, surpassing that of all other 
lands, will enable her to supply the Bay of 
Mexico, and West India Islands, with flour, 
beef, and other productions, at rates below the 
prices of the United States. He adverts, also, 
to the sperm fishery of the Pacific, the fur 
trade of the Northwest coast, and the com­
merce with China and the Sandwich Islands; 
and points out the unrivalled advantages 
which Mexico enjoys for the prosecution of 
each.
At tliis period, the star of Mexico was in
cussion of its origin may not well be expect-! l^e ascendant. The severe restrictions of 
ed ; an impartial future must determine the! Spain upon her commerce, which had re­
remote and immediate causes of the con»est.! stained her intercourse with Europe for two 
For Mexico, it will be urged, the annexa-1 centuries to a single port of Spain, and usual- 
tion of Texas, while at war with Mexico, was i t0 a ^ecl once three years, had been 
a virtual declaration of war ; and the march j modified, and her commerce had begun to 
of General Taylor beyond the Nueces, was expand.
an act of aggression which justified the attack | Her coinage had increased from $11,604,-
upon Ins troops.
The advocate of our country will, however, 
ask, was not Texas severed from Mexico 
when she abandoned the federal form of gov­
ernment ? Did Texas ever accede to the 
change ? She erred, to be sure, in sanction­
ing slavery, hut did she not adhere to her 
established forms—open her arms to colonists
815 in 1765, to $27,165,S38 in 1S03 ; and 
Iter revenue from 85,141,931 in 1765, to 
820,000,000 in 1S03.
Nor was this all ; for the exuberance of 
Mexico flowed into the weaker and inferior 
colonies of Spain, and snpplied their deficien­
cies.
Mexico in 1803, after defraying the annual
both from Europe and America, and repel; expenses of her administration, 810,500,000, 
invasion, until England, France, and Ameri-! which included the cost ofher army of 10,- 
ca, recognized her independence? When! 000 Spanish troops; and after remitting to 
admitted to our Union, against the wishes of! Spain a surplus of 86,000,000 in specie, ex- 
the North, but by a majority of votes and j  dibits the singular spectacle of a distant colo- 
Srates, had she not ceased to be an integral ! nY sustaining the other colonies of Spain by 
portion of Mexico? Was it not optional, i the annual remittance to each of the follow- 
then, with Mexico to elect peace or war ; and ,n§‘ sums :
did she not choose the latter when she reject-' To Louisiana, - - 8557,000
ed the overtures and ministers of the Union, j  Florida, - - - 151,000
assembled troops and munitionsof war on thei Cuba, - - - 1,826,000
Rio del Norte, and announced her determina-j Porto Rico, . . .  377,000
lion to make the Saline  her eastern bounds-! St. Domingo, - 274,000
rv ? After electing this policy— sacrificing) Trinidad, - - 200 000
discretion to hereditary pride, neglecting to 1 Philippine Isles, - - 250,000
fulfil her treaties for the relief of our impov-j
erished merchants, shedding the first blood, J Aggregate, - - 83,635,000
and attacking our gallant troops with four- j 
fold their numbers on a disputed territory,! shores ot Florida absorbed a portion of the 
will it not be difficult for Mexico to exonerate surplus wealth ot Mexico ; but when we
tation of the soil to cattle and horses, is shown 
by the increase of these animals from a few 
thousand in 1780, to such an extent, that one 
to two hundred thousand are now annually 
killed at the posts on the Pacific for the hides 
and tallow; and the luxuriance of the pas­
tures in which they feed during the spring, 
may be inferred from the description of Fre­
mont, of his tour along the valley of the San 
Joaquin— through a land alike luxuriant in | 
flowers, variegated with the flax growing! 
wild, with the lupin, and the rose rising in • 
fragrant clusters of twenty feet in diameter, 
nearly to the horseman’s head :— a route over 
plains, where the frequent droves of the elk 
and the deer seemed reluctant to yield their 
rich feeding-ground to the animals which man 
has domesticated.
To illustrate the capacity of a Mexican ha­
cienda, a single anecdote of the revolution 
will suffice. A lady proprietor once present­
ed to a regiment of hussars, just arrived from 
Spain, one thousand horses, of a uniform col-: 
or and size, all raised on one of these estates,' 
situated within three days’ march of Parras, ( 
late the station of General Wool. But the 
main wealth of Mexico consisted in the great 
mineral veins which are found from the city 
of Mexico to Senora and Santa Fe, surpass­
ing, in their richness, the mines of Peru, 
Chili, and La Plata.
These veins, although producing on an av­
erage but one-fourth of one per cent of silver, • 
yet usually dry, of great width, and easily 1 
wrought, constituted one of the principal ; 
sources of wealth, and" furnished the great; 
staple for exportation. The successful miners) 
became the rich men of the age, the founders 
of families, and the rivals of princes ; while 
the inferior workmen, not Indian or African 
slaves, as lias been supposed, hut, according 
to the testimony of Humboldt,free laborers, re­
ceived a fair compensation, and often accumu­
lated property from their successful industry.
The most celebrated mines of Mexico were 
I those of Guanaxuato, San Louis Potosi, Zac-
herself from censure in the contest that has 
ensued ? If for Mexico it be urged that she 
had established a custom-house, and exercised
her resources—resources which enabled her
jurisdiction east of the Rio Grande, will i l | ° f  Cuba and Porto Rico, now the most proli- 
net also be replied for our country that Texas! 5- °f Tie West Indies, were thus dependent 
has established towns, post roads, and villa- j 011 ^ 2  surplus wealth of Mexico, we may 
ges west of the Nueces, on the site of the an- comprehend, in some degree, the extent of 
cient colony of Louisiana, as fixed by Hum­
boldt ; and, conceding the intermediate country ! 
to be a disputed territory, did not the law of 
nations authorize the United States, after the 
expulsion of her ministers, and the threat of 
an invasion, to advance her troops across this 
country to the best line of defence east of the 
recognized boundary of Mexico ?
It will he the provinceof history,at a future 
day, to review and determine these questions ;
atecas, Durango, Pachucha, and Guadalaxa- 
It might not astonish us to learn the sandy j ra ; while, in modern times, the mines of C-hi-
huhua have a distinguished reputation, as 
surpassing all others in the quality of their 
minerals. The most productive mines of 
Mexico, until the nineteenth century, were 
those of Guanaxuato, a province bordering on 
San Louis Potosi, and on the route from that 
Slat
read that the rich alluvial soil of Louisiana, 
now exporting its annual millions of sugar, 
cotton, lead and provisions ; the fertile isles
to the city of Mexico. The mines of 
this district were commenced ns early as 
155S, soon after the death of Montezuma. 
Their produce gradually increased, and dur-
to advance in prosperity while thus annually! ing the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
disbursing, without return, 810,000.000 in j averaged annually not far from 83,500,000. 
other states and colonies. j The entire produce of these mines, down to
The peculiar position and resources of M exi-, TS03, exceed 8900,000,000. 
co deserve consideration ; for, although placed | Valencia, the principal mine of this region, 
beneath the tropics, she is adapted by nature | was opened in 1760, by a young Spaniard of
to all the productions, both of the temperate 
and torrid zones-. A narrow belt of plain upon 
each coast produces sugar, indigo, cochineal,
to criticise our policy ; to analyze the views coffee, the banana, plantain, and other tropical
and motives of our statesmen, and to settle 
another still more interesting question— how 
far the present degradation o f  Mexico icur­
rant the intervention o f foreign  powers ?
At the present moment, while the war is in 
actual progress ; when our ffgets are occu­
pying the Atlantic and Pacific ports of Mexi­
co, and our columns are advancing into her 
interior, the causes of the war are of less in­
terest than a glance at her past and present 
position, and a few inferences as to the policy 
of our country.
At the commencement of the present cen­
tury, the great traveler and savan, Baron 
Humboldt, devoted several years to Mexico, 
fi.hen almost a terra incognita to Europe, and 
submitted his elaborate and celebrated report 
to the king of Spain, and the civilized world.
He presents Mexico as the most valuable 
colony ot Spain ; almost impregnable to a 
foreign foe, and superior in wealth and re­
sources to the United States of America.
Invasion from abroad, appeared to him out 
of the question— a vast ivildcrness, impassable 
to armies, was interposed between the north­
ern provinces and the United States. The 
only seaport accessible to large ships on the 
Gulf of Mexico, was Vera Cruz, and the im­
pregnable fortress of San Juan de Ulloa 
Downed defiance on any fleet, however pow­
erful.
At the period in question, the population of 
Mexico surpassed that of our new republic of 
the North. In 1803, Humboldt estimates the 
population of Mexico, on the best data of the 
government, as 6,800,000. By a census in 
1800, the population of the United States was 
5,300,000, or more than a million less.
the name of Obregon, destitute of fortune. His 
first efforts did not succeed—he penetrated to 
the depth of two hundred and seventy feet 
without a profit ; hut his courage and perse­
verance made him friends, and enabled himfruits. A few miles above it, cotton is indi­
genous. Ascending to an elevation of six to to proceed. In 1763, after eight years ardu- 
eight thousand feet, valleys adapted alike to) ous toil, the mine became remunerative. In 
wheat, barley, corn, and other prodetions ofj 1771, immense masses of sulphuretted silver 
Northern States, enjoy an almost perennial appeared ; and from this period to 1S04, the 
spring. Above these, tower mountains cover- annual produce averaged 81,200,000 ; while 
ed with enduring snow. the annual profits never fell below 8400,000
The hills through the entire region, are j to 8600,000 per annum, and the two asso- 
generally suited to pasturge ; rills trickle j dates, Obregon, afterwards Count of Valen- 
down from snow-capped ridges; and such is c.iana, and Otero, became the wealthiest citi- 
the mildness of the climate, that cattle, horses, j zens of Mexico. In October, 1816, two mines 
mules, and sheep, find sustenance through- i of this district, La Luz and Rayas, still yield- 
out the year in the open air. led their 870,000 per week, or at the rate of
The surface of Mexico is, however, by no 83,500,000 per annum, 
means uniform. It is diversified by moun- The district of San Luis Potosi, embraces 
tains and valleys. Embracing an extent of the mines of Catorce and Charcas. The mine 
nearly thirty degrees of latitude, it is of course | of Purissima, in this district, the property of 
unequal in its character. In some regions— • Colonel Obregon, in 1796 produced $1,200,- 
for instance, the northern district of Santa Fe, I 000, while the working expenses did not 
on the elevated sources of the Rio del Norte,! amount to 880,000. The average produce of 
its soil becomes drier, and less productive.— this district, at the close of the eighteenth 
Tracts of land occur, also, deficient in water ; I century, was 83,000,000 per annum.
but in such regions mineral treasures usually 
abound, and few districts are found incapable 
to sustain animal life by pasturage. The best 
illustration of this, is the fact recorded by 
Humboldt, in 1803, that 70,000 mules annual­
ly passed between the city of Mexico and the 
northern provinces ; while, in the summer sea­
son, the average number of mules in Vera 
Cruz,'engaged in transportation between the 
coast and Mexico, exceed 40,000.
The arrieros of Mexico, conducting troops 
of mules, each laden with three to four hun­
dred pounds of merchandise, traversed the 
country by paths worn through vallies and ra­
vines— their inns and stables the open fields,
The Intendancy of Zacatecas comprises the 
rich mines of the city of that name; of Fres- 
nillo, and Sombrerete, which lie north of San 
Luis, on the road to Monterey. The Veta 
Negra of Sombrerete, has attained a great 
celebrity from the fact that it yielded in a few 
months, to the family of Senor Fagoaga, 
since Marquis del Apartado, a nett profit of 
84,000,000.
The other mines of Zacatecas were opened 
soon after the conquest, but subsequently al­
most abandoned. They were revived about 
the middle of the eighteenth century, by Jo­
seph Laborde, a native of France. This in­
dividual came poor to Mexico, and acquired a
or some rude shed or posada, and their prov-, fortune at the mines of Taeco. After build­
ing a church at Tasco, which cost 8400,000, 
he was reduced to poverty. The archbishop, 
however, permitted him to sell a golden sun 
enriched with diamonds, with which he had 
adorned his church ; and with the proceeds of 
the sale, 8100,000, he withdrew to Z acatecas, 
where he sank the entire sum in repairing 
and draining the famous mine of Quebra- 
dilla.
Not disheartened with this second failure, 
he began a third time upon the great vein of 
Zacatecas, and opened the mine of La Es- 
peranza, a mast appropriate name.
The produce of this mine rose to 84,200,- 
000 per annum, and again gavehim a fortune. 
History relates that he compelled his daugh­
ter to enter a convent to enrich his son, and 
that this favorite son afterwards voluntarily 
embraced the office of an ecclesiastic. At 
the close of the eighteenth century, the mines 
of Zacatecas annually produced, on an aver­
age, 83,500,000.
The district of Pachucha embraces the 
celebrated mines of Moran and Real del 
Monte, and is situated in the mountains, be­
tween the sources of the southern branch of 
the Panuco or Tula river, and the Lake Tez- 
cuco, and lies a little south of San Luis.
The great vein of this district, richer, but 
less abundant than that of Zacatecas, is dis­
tinguished by the title of Veta Biscaina, and, 
as early as 1726, produced annually more 
than $2,000,000. At this period, an accumu­
lation of water compelled the miners to aban­
don the works in progress. Senor Busta- 
mente then ventured to commence a level a 
mile and a half in length, to draw off the 
water, but died before its completion. This 
great enterprise was finished in 1762, by his 
partner, Don Terros, subsequently the Count 
de Regia, who realized from “La Solidad,” a 
vein crossed on the way, the whole expenses 
of the enterprise, and in twelve years, deriv­
ed a nett profit of $5,000,000 more from the 
Biscaina vein. This distinguised individual 
made a liberal use of his wealth. As an in­
stance of his public spirit, he presented his 
sovereign two ships of the line, and lent him 
5,000,000 of francs, which His Majesty had 
not the graye to return. He also erected the 
great amalgamation works at Regia, costing 
$2,000,000; purchased vast estates, and at; 
his decease bequeathed a fortune to his chil-| 
dren, which has only been equalled in Mexi­
co by that of the Count de Valenciana.
At the close of the eighteenth century, the 
average produce of these mines was about 
$ 1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
The mines of Durango,north of Zacatecas, 
at the same period, annually produced more 
than $2,000,000.
The mines of Gaudalaxara, on the Rio 
Grande de Santiago, to the west of San Luis, 
at the period in question, annually produced 
$ 1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
The aggregate produce of the districts 
enumerated, all within a moderate distance 
from San Luis Potosi, formed, in the seven­
teenth and eighteenth centuries, more than 
two-thirds the entire yield of Mexico.
By 1803, the annual produce of the Mexi­
can mines had risen to 827,000,000. Those 
enumerated shared in the general prosperity. 
The mines of Mexico continued productive 
until the subversion of the Spanish power, 
upon the abdication of Charles VI., in 1S08; 
and it is worthy of notice, that one of the last 
acts of the Spanish regime, was the construc­
tion of the great highway from Vera Cruz to 
Mexico, a work equal to the Simplon road of 
Napoleon.
Down to this period, the cities of Mexico 
excelled in size and splendor the cities of 
the United States. Mexico, Puebla, Guad- 
alaxara, San Luis and Vera Cruz, surpass in 
population, and eclipse in private and public 
structures, our cities of New York, Philadel­
phia, Boston, Baltimore and New Orleans.
But Mexico, richly endowed byr nature, was 
far behind the American Union in education 
and civil institutions. We owe a debt of 
gratitude to our pious forefathers, for the 
schools, colleges, forms of government, and 
traditions, which they bequeathed to us,which 
enabled us to move onward with unfaltering 
steps when we threw ofF the leading-strings 
of England. Mexico possessed no such ad­
vantages. Spain confided to the Spaniards 
the administration of the country, and select­
ed the authorities of the provinces and towns, 
and the officers of the army and marine force, 
from natives of Spain. She gave little en­
couragement to education, and the Catholic 
church took more interest in religious cere­
monies, and the erection of churches and 
cathedrals, than the diffusion of knowledge. 
When revolution came, in 1808, it found the 
Mexicans alike ignorant and inexperienced, 
entirely unqualified to administer the af­
fairs of the country. Anarchy, misrule, and 
despotism, were the inevitable consequence.
From the invasion of Cortez,to this period, 
an absolute government had prevailed. It had 
been administered to the benefit of Spain,
rather than of Mexico. Although flax was 
the spontaneous growth of the country, and 
the climate favored the vine and the olive- 
tree, it had prohibited the manufacture of 
linen, wine, and oil, to favor a Spanish mon­
opoly. It had annually wrung from Mexico 
millions of revenue, for the exclusive use of 
Spain, and her weaker colonies. It had deni­
ed to the people education and a participa­
tion in public affairs ; but under it the colony 
had advanced, and population and wealth 
were doubling every fifty years. At all 
events, life and property were secure, enter­
prise rewarded, and commerce protected.
But with the revolution came strife and 
bloodshed, and ruin to property. The con­
test with Spain was long and protracted. A 
guerilla warfare continued for years ; battles 
were lost and w on; factions arose on the 
wreck of anarchy ; leader succeeded leader, 
until Iturbide established for a time imperial 
power. Efforts to secure a permanent feder­
al government were unavailing. The night 
of military despotism followed, and the tran­
sient favorite of the army became the ruler of 
Mexico.
Insurrections became ordinary occurrences. 
“Their settled forms,” says Chevalier, in 
1835, “have become as fixed as the laws of 
backgammon, and the recipes of domestic 
cookery. The first act of the revolution is 
called a pronmuiciamiento. An officer of any j 
rank, from a general down to a lieutenant,! 
pronounces himself against the established 
order, or against an institution which dis­
pleases him, or against anything else. He 
gets together a detachment, a company, or a 
regiment, as the case may he, and these gen­
erally, without more ado, place themselves at 
his disposal. The second act is called the 
grito, or outcry ; when two or three articles 
are drawn up, to state the motive or objects 
of the insurrection. If the matter is of some 
importance, the outcry is called a plan. At 
the third act, the insurgents and the partisans 
of government opposed are to one another, and 
mutually examine each other’s forces. At 
the fourth act, they come to blows ; but ac­
cording to the improved system late introduc­
ed, the fighting is carried on in a very dis­
tant, moderate, and respectful manner. How­
ever, one party is declared victor, and the 
beaten party dispronounce. The conquerors 
march to Mexico, and their triumphal entry 
into the capital constitute the fifth act of the 
slay; and the vanquished meanwhile embark 
it Vera Cruz or Tampico, with all the honors 
of war.
“ With tranquility, unfortunately everything 
is also lost. There is no longer anv security. 
It is a mere chance if the diligence from 
Mexico to Vera Cruz proceeds the whole way 
without being stopped and robbed. It re­
quires whole regiments to convey the conduc- 
ta of piastres to Vera Cruz. Travellers who 
cannot afford to pay for an escort, go armed 
from head to foot, and in little caravans.-— 
Here and there rude crosses erected by the 
side of the road, and surrounded by heaps of 
stones, thrown up by passers by in token of 
compassion, point out the spot where some 
wayfarer, and almost always a stranger, has 
perished by the hand of robbers. The imme­
diate environs of the most populous cities are 
infested by malefactors, and even in the in­
terior of cities, not excepting the capital,there 
is no security. There are numerous instances 
of people being robbed on a Sunday, and at the 
hour even when the greatest number of people 
are abroad, within a league of Mexico. An 
English charge-d’affaires was lassoed in the 
Alameda, the public walk, in the middle of 
the day. In the evening, after sunset, not­
withstanding the numerous guardians of the 
night, (serenos)—notwithstanding the videttes 
of cavalry at every corner of the streets—  
notwithstanding the law prohibits riding on 
horseback through the streets after eight 
o’clock, in order to prevent the use of the 
lasso, a man is not safe in Mexico, not even 
in his own house. If, in the evening, at 
eight or nine o’clock, you visit a friend, be­
fore the porter consents to open the enormous 
gate, lined with iron or bronze, there pass as 
many formalities as if it were a question of 
letting down the drawbridge of a fortress.—  
Persons on whose words I think I can relv, 
have assured me that as many as nine hun­
dred dead bodies are yearly deposited in the 
morgue of Mexico.”
Amid the collisions which attend such mis­
rule and anarchy, the onward march of Mex­
ico was arrested. Many of the principal 
cities, mines, and haciendas, were destroyed, 
or seriously injured ; commerce was broken 
up by subsidies, forced loans, and robberies, 
and industry and enterprise entirely paralyz­
ed.
While the population of the United States 
has, in the last forty years, increased four-fold, 
the population of Mexico remains during the 
same timp entirely stationary.
While the cities of our coast have increas­
ed four-fold, outstripping all the great cities
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of Mexico, and new States and cities have 
risen in our interior,the cities of Mexico have 
made no advance, and the structures of other 
ages are crumbling to decay. In Kendall’s 
tour of fifteen hundred miles, in 1842, on the 
great highway from Sante Fe to Mexico, he 
found but one new building in progress, but 
thousands going to ruin.
While the States of the Union have been 
chequered and enlivened by the bridges, rail­
ways, turnpikes, roads, and canals of com­
merce; by academies, schools, and colleges, 
the only carriage-road of Mexico, for which 
she was indebted to art, has been abandoned 
to decay. The School of Mines is ruined. 
The Indian raft of rushes still serves as a 
miserable substitute for a bridge, or steam-fer­
ry; and neither road, turnpike, railway, canal 
or steamboat, has been constructed.
Instead of planting colonies on the North­
west coast, pursuing the sperm whale, or the 
trade to China, Mexico annually exhibits in 
all her ports a smaller tonnage than the port 
of New Bedfsrd, unknown to fame forty years 
since, sends around Cape Horn.
While the revenue of our Union has ad­
vanced from $11,000,000 per year to $11,- 
000,000 per quarter, the revenue of Mexico 
has declined one-fourth, and that portion de­
rived from oppressive burthen on commerce 
has declined one-half. During the same 
period, the produce of the Mexican mines 
has fallen from $27,000,000, to less than the 
annual produce of iron and coal of the single 
State of Pennsylvania; a production com­
menced since the revolution o f Mexico. That 
impoverished nation, instead of remitting a 
surplus of specie to Spain, Cuba, Louisiana, 
and other colonies, cannot defray her annual 
expenses ; has contracted vast debts, on which 
she pays neither principal or interest, and has 
nearly annihilated her credit.
It has been well and wisely said by Sir 
Robert Peel, that the nation which is stationa­
ry, is receding. But Mexico, with her un­
rivalled climate and resources, in an age in 
which all civilized nations have made the 
most rapid advances, has actually retrograded. 
Planted on the direct route to China ; holding 
in her bosom countless treasures of untold sil­
ver and gold ; mines which, in the opinion of 
our minister, Mr. Thompson, may produce 
annually 8100,000,000 ; with a climate and 
soil competent to sustain in comfort and af­
fluence a hundred millions of the human race ; 
with materials and products sufficient to stim­
ulate the trade of the world, she stands a har­
rier to commerce and improvement ; denies 
existence to an immense population, and 
checks the progress of the human race. In 
the words of McCulloch, an eminent British 
writer, “she affords one of the most melan­
choly instances that modern history has pre­
sented, of a fertile, extensive, and well-situa­
ted region, being reduced, through anarchy 
and mismanagement, to a state bordering on 
barbarism.
“It cannot,” he adds, however, “surely be 
supposed the anarchy, which has led to such 
results, is to continue forever. If nothing is 
to be hoped for from within, it is to be wished 
that foreign interference may rescue that fine 
country from the barbarism in which it is now 
involved.”
In the eye of the civilized world, Mexico 
has sunk into barbarism ; she has fallen to a 
level with those Asiatic nations which have 
submitted to British rule in India. She stands 
almost upon a footing with the savage tribes 
who occupied this continent when the Span­
iard and the Anglo-Saxon landed on its 
shores ; and the tenure by which Santa Anna, 
Parades, or Herrera hold Mexico, is no strong­
er against the march of civilization than that 
of Montezuma, Pocahontas, or Philip, in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
If Mexico has not within a recuperative 
power, “a vis medicatrix naturce ; if foreign 
intervention be essential to put down anarchy 
and misrule, as McCulloch suggests, who 
shall intervene ? Europe has given a king 
to Greece—shall she erect another monarchy 
on this continent contiguous to our republic ? 
If intervention be necessary, must it not come 
from this direction ? Our position affords 
facilities which no other nation enjoys, and 
no other nation is so deeply interested in the 
question.
The adjustment of the Oregon question 
gives us a front upon the Pacific. The easi­
est route to this region, so essential to bind 
together the sinews of this great nation, and 
preserve our union, is across Mexico. She 
is admirably adapted for a commercial inter­
course with the United States. Almost with­
out forests, she requires ships, alkali, lumber, 
furniture, and other manufactures of wood, 
and our countless forests supply them. She 
requires granite, iron, coal, lead and marble ; 
our mines and quarries supply them. She 
comsumes paper, drillings, printe, leather and 
shoes, agricultural and mining implements, 
and our manufacturers supply them. She 
furnishes a vast market for our fish, oil, and 
spermaceti, and our fisheries excel those of all
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other nations. In return we require her bul­
lion, hides, wool, indigo, cochineal, horse­
hair, coffee, sugar, and other products. We 
require access to Oregon, and may construct 
a railroad communication, which shall answer 
the double purpose of a route to Oregon, 
California, and China, and a highway to the 
rich deposits of silver in Northern Mexico.
How may these advantages be realized if 
anarchy continues to prevail in Mexico ?
But, if the result of the contest in which 
we are embarked, should be the acquisition of 
the Northern provinces of Mexico, most im­
portant results must ensue- results which 
must promote the welfare and commerce of 
the two countries.
The armies of the United States, after se­
curing the strongholds of Northern Mexico, 
by which Spain once bridled the country, are 
now advancing on San Louis Potosi,* around 
which are clustered the principal mines of 
Mexico. The port of Tampico is in our pow­
er. A line from Tampico to San Bias, at the 
mouth of the Rio Grande de Santiago, is less 
than four hundred and fifty miles in length, 
and passes through the city of San Louis. 
The posessiorr of this line, inclusive of the 
city of Guanaxuato, severs the Northern 
States, and one fifth of the population from 
Southern Mexico, and controls four fifths of 
the productive mines of Mexico. The annu­
al produce of these four-fifths, exceeds 812,- 
000,000, even in the present depressed con­
dition of mining.
But more important than this, the rivers 
Panuco and Rio Grande de Santiago, running 
east and west, with sources approaching to 
each other, are susceptible of steamboat navi­
gation for a considerable distance ; the first 
for two hundred, and the second for one hun­
dred miles—and indicate a route for an easy 
railroad communication across the continent. 
This will connect important ports, and give 
access also to the great mines of Mexico.
Should this line be secured by our armies, 
and Vera Cruz be captured, the United States 
at once acquire a controlling power over Mex­
ico. The keys of the country, Santa Fe, 
Tampico, Monterey, Vera Cruz and San 
Louis, are in onv possession, and our fleets 
control the two seas. The North is severed 
from the South, and easily controlled ; for its 
Spanish population is principally confined by 
the Apaches and Camanches to the great 
cities, and the Indians will soon prefer our 
rule to the Spanish. The South, deprived of 
revenue from both commerce and mines; 
without foreign supplies; without either 
specie or credit to marshal troops, must aban­
don the contest. If success crowns our arms, 
let the terms of adjustment be the acceptance 
of the northern provinces in satisfaction of 
our claims, and charges of the war; their an­
nexation to the Union, and the guaranty of a 
republican government to Southern Mexico, 
under such forms as shall secure the improve­
ment of the Mexican race. Under such a 
settlement, a new era would dawn upon Mex­
ico, as she would at length participate in the 
progress of the age.
And who can question the eventual success 
of our arms? In British India, a disciplined 
soldier has ever been found equal to five Siks 
or AfFghans, and those tribes were the brav­
est of India. Does the Mexican much sur­
pass them in arms, courage or discipline? 
Do we not find in Mexico the same dispari­
ty ? One Camanche Indian does not hesitate 
to attack two Mexicans, and the dread of the 
Camanches has overspread Mexico. But two 
Camanches are inferior in the field to a West­
ern or Texan rifleman. In all the conflicts of 
Texas and the United States with Mexico, 
one Anglo-Saxon has proved himself superior 
to five Mexicans. At present, too, the pre­
stige of success is with our troops, and the 
gloom of defeat rests upon the enemy.
The short fusil ot Mexico is no match for 
the deadly rifle of the volunteer, or heavy 
musket and bayonet of the regular soldier ; 
the slow-moving cannon of Mexico cannot 
resist the quick evolutions and frequent dis­
charges of our artillery ; and her inferior 
horses cannot withstand the heavy dragoons 
and mounted riflemen of the United States. 
And ill-fed, worse clothed and armed, and 
unpaid force, must succumb before the dis­
cipline of our regular army, and the resistless 
energy of our volunteers.
But it may be urged that if we prevail, the 
occupation of Northern Mexico by our troops 
would be necessary, and would entail a great 
annual expense in our country. It would 
doubtless require for a term of years an arm­
ed force of fifteen to twenty thousand men, 
and an annual expenditure of 8S,000,000 to
810.000. 000; but this might be defrayed in 
great part, if not entirely, from the revenue 
of the country. If Spain, while mining was 
nearly unaided by art, derived a revenue of
820.000. 000 from Mexico, why may not the 
United States, with all the seaports, and the 
rich mining district of the North under its 
control, realize one-third of this revenue ? 
An armed occupation would be but temporary; 
emigrants would soon enter the country ; art- 
izans, mechanics, merchants and farmers, 
would soon form an American population on 
the soil, and present a strong barrier towards 
the South. From one to two millions of na­
tives would soon be neutralized by the influx 
of Americans, or become amalgamated with 
our people, like the Spaniards and French of 
Louisiana and Florida.
But it may be urged, such acquisition might 
increase the power and influence of slavery; 
but how is this ? Have not the laws of Spain 
favored freedom, and would not the free pop­
ulation of the elevated region of Mexico, in­
corporated with our own, be an effectual 
counterpoise to any advantage slavery would 
derive from the small belt of terras calientcs 
on the coast ? Is not slavery weakened by 
every accession to the white race, without a 
corresponding increase of slave population ? 
Would not the ports upon the Pacific soon 
invite,by rapid steam communication, free em­
igrants from China, and the Sandwich Isles, 
and increase like the British settlements at 
Borneo and Singapore ?t And would not the 
white population, expanding in a vast and 
healthful region, peculiarly adapted to the 
white race, increasing naturally in a more 
rapid ratio than the black, and aided alike by 
the accession of a free population from the 
South, and increased emigration from Europe 
to a region adapted to the vine, oli ve, and flax, 
and aided also by emigration from Asia, soon 
acquire a preponderating influence in the 
councils of our nation ?
But it may be urged, Great Britian would 
interpose to prevent the dismemberment of 
Mexico; and why should she interfere ? Has 
her success on the Rio del la Plata given her 
any encouragement to such course ? Would 
not Southern and Northern Mexico both con­
sume more British goods, if we succeed, than 
if we fail ? is not their present consumption 
checked by anarchy; and do not each citizen 
of our Union, on an average, now consume 
more than twice the amount of British goods 
used by a Mexican ? Great Britian looks to 
the civilization of other nations for the ad­
vancement of her interests; sh# has colonies 
now in every sea, and cares not to embark in 
any controversy with our country, her best 
customer, the producer of her cotton—a coun­
try whose present policy seems to be the ex­
portation, rather than the manufacture of the 
raw material.
As respects the residue of Europe, they 
have little to gain in a maritime contest with 
the United States. An,d can Mexico herself 
complain of injustice, if we conquer and re­
tain the northern provinces ? Whatever may 
have been the origin of the war, she has 
elected its continuance, and must abide by its 
results.
But intelligent men sometimes assert we 
have land enough. We have, to be sure, 
arge tracts of wild land, still the resort of the 
roaming buffalo ; but let us glance at the fu­
ture. In little more than half a century, by 
the year 1900, before our own children have 
passed from the stage of life, our population, 
at the present ratio of gain, will reach one 
hundred millions; and, moving annually 
westward, at the rate of thirty miles, the 
width of but one tier of counties, will have 
overspread the space to the Pacific. Where, 
then, shall we dispose of our adventurous and 
restless spirits ? Shall it not be on the high 
table-lands of the northern provinces of Mex­
ico ? Under our industry and institutions, 
the soil, rivers, and mines, will unfold their 
treasures, and contribute to the advancement 
of our race. In the nineteenth century, the 
era of progress, the civilized world will not 
permit a great country like Mexico to relapse 
into enduring barbarism ; or fertile provinces, 
competent to maintain millions, to become a 
desolate waste.
To recur to the idea of the British geogra­
pher, recuperative power not found within, 
must be looked for without; and has not 
heaven, which from ill educes good, confided 
to our nation, rather than the sovereigns of 
Europe, the renovation of this great country, 
and the development of its resources?
Under her influence, the mule-track and 
the bridle-path will give place to the highway 
and railroad ; the bridge assume the place of 
the ford and ferry-boat of rushes ; the hovel 
of mud, or unburnt clay, give way to struct­
ures of brick and granite; the great streams 
be opened to the steamboat; ports and har­
bors now desolate become adapted to mer­
chant ships ; the sword and musket be replac­
ed by the implements of a progressive agri­
culture ; and superstition and ignorance yield 
their sway to education, refinement and re­
ligion.
[For the Fountain.]
B o s t o n , Feb. 28, ISIS.
F r ie n d  J e w e e l .— To-day I visited Fresh 
Pond, and examined the operations going on 
there in the ice business. The attention of a 
stranger, on visiting this place, is attracted by 
the five large brick ice houses owned by Mr. 
Wyeth. They hold, when filled, 40,000 tons 
of ice ; and are all connected in one block.— 
The ice is conveyed from the Pond to the 
buildings by machines, propelled by a steam 
engine. It is first marked off into squares of 
22 inches, by a cutter drawn by horses ; then 
cut into cakes 5 1-2 feet square. The cakes are 
floated on to the machine near the building, 
and then conveyed into the houses ; six cakes 
pass up in a minute. As the cakes pass into 
the building, from two to three inches of the 
white ice is planed off, leaving about two and 
a half inches of the white remaining on the 
cake. The black ice is from to 6 to 9 inches 
thick ; I could not find by measurement any 
cakes over 9 inches. I was informed by per­
sons engaged in this business that this ice 
would answer well for the retail trade, but was 
not a good article for shipping. Year before 
last, on the same Pond, the ice was 18 inches 
thick. When the ice is a foot thick it takes 
40 acres of the Pond to fill Mr. Wyeth’s 5 
houses.
Opposite the brick bouses—on the other 
side of the Pond—are Mr. Tudor’s42'liouses, 
which are now about two-thirds filled. There 
are 26other houses scattered around the Pond, 
owned by different individuals— making in 
all 43 houses for ice. The whole amount 
taken from this Pond last year was about 
200,000 tons, most of which came into the 
city on the rail road. The prices paid for 
transportation on the road is forty cents per 
ton.
The wooden houses are considered prefer­
able to brick for keeping ice, though the 
brick aro cheapest, on account of durability. 
The wooden houses have to be rebuilt every 
ten years.
Mr Wyeth’s five brick houses, and the ma­
chinery connected with them, cost 850,000.
Yesterday some two or three hundred men 
were engaged in getting out the ice, notwith­
standing it was Sunday, so anxious are the 
owners to have their buildings filled. K.
God grant that Ephraim and his rib will 
make a good use of that presented Bible (the 
boughten one is the price of BLOOD !) and 
leave off swearing before their active inter­
esting little boys, and strive to make their 
hearts as much the fountains of spirituality as 
their notorious “boot-black” has been and 
still continues to be a fountain of DEATH !! 
It is hinted, that either the pious example and 
spiritual success of neighbor Green, or the 
fear of “leanness and declension’, on his own 
part. Pious Ephraim— the first has been in­
duced to adopt the Christian religion and re­
nounce Judaism ; be it as it may, the follow­
ing will back it up :
“The end justifies the means,” (it is a poor 
rule that don’t work both ways) then the 
means justifies the end, and Ephraim is still 
a saint. For one I’m doubting a Thomas, and 
must have some more tangible proof of 
Ephraim’s reformation. Let me suggest the 
following for a test, and “R?e shallsee what toe 
shall see," viz:
1st. If Ephraim continues to read prayers 
with the Episcopals.
2d. Is grateful for this effort to increase 
his religious patronage.
3d. If he pays back the price of blood (on­
ly as much as Judas did) to that poor rum- 
consumptive victim who ne has for years 
been robbing of hard earned money and his 
life,— whom is now on his death bed, brought 
there by bis agency, (and pious Green put on 
a finishing touch,) and for whom the benevo­
lent are now giving their mites to save him 
and his family from the poor-house, <fcc; then 
I shall believe that a change has come over
for very shame, if from no other cause, they would 
desist from such a course. Do they not know 
that their conduct as above described, is the most 
effective support of the rumseller? Ts it not plain 
to themselves that so far as their influence extends, 
they only prevent the success of the labors of 
such as are willing to work l In mercy to hu­
manity, if they will not aid the cause, will they not 
give over aiding the diabolical enemy ?
It is very natural to inquire what is the princi­
ple in their hearts, from which such fruit proceeds. 
Judging from the character of the fruit, the tree 
which bears it cannot be very good. There are 
various caases from which such conduct may re­
sult. Undoubtedly, in nineteen cases out of twen­
ty, these pseudo temperance men are influenced by 
a fear of offending those who are allied to intem­
perance, whose society and friendship they esteem 
more highly than temperance. Some are inex­
perienced, and know not what is common in most 
places where lhe cause has far advanced ; hence 
what is common, and what has been found neces­
sary elsewhere, seems very strange and improper 
to them. Others are acid and faultfinding in their 
natural disposition, which they often indulge, es­
pecially when somewhat displeased.
These fault-finders ought, either to leave the 
temperance ranks, in profession as well as in ac­
tion, and hand their names ovsr to the rumocracy : 
or else cease their opposition against such as are 
making sacrifices to promote the cause. If they 
are not pleased with the wav in which others do 
the work, let them unfold their hands and take 
! hold themselves, and thus show all how it oimht to
Temperance Levee,
C ELEBR A TIO N  of W A S H IN G T O N ’S  B IR T H D A Y .
On Tuesday evening the 22d ult., the Daugh­
ters of Temperance, members of W il l e w a  Un­
io n , of this village, gave a social Levee at the 
Hall of the Sons of Temperance. A general in­
vitation was given to the “Sons,” “ Daughters, ” 
“ xMarthaS,”  and other friends of Temperance to 
purchase tickets and join the party. A multitude 
obeyed the call and the spacious room was filled 
to overflowing. It was oilr good fortune to “ be 
there and see,” and therefore we propose to give 
the readers of the Fountain a brief sketch of 
some of the sights and doings in which we were 
particularly interested. Upon entering the Ilall 
at about 7 o'clock, we found it aiready well filled. 
The cheerful, happy faces of the Daughters and 
Marthas met us on every side. It seemed as if 
they were all there. Women, young, aged, and 
middle-aged graced the scene with their presence. 
The Sons and Patriarch’s looked too happy for 
expression. The Past AN ortliy Patriarch s chair 
was occupied by Bro. John Berry, Jr., whom the 
Ladies had constituted President of the evening. 
At his right and left were the invited guests, cler­
gymen and others, who even expected to take 
their turn in presenting to the audience the great
By Bro. J. D . M o o r e . The President o f the evening— 
A very pleasant B erry , alw ays ripe, but one you can’t pick.
The President responded w ith one of bis usually good 
speeches, and closed by saying his temperance breastwork 
w as not to be picked, especially  when protected by Moore.
By Bro. J a m e s  N a s h . The D aughters o f  Temperance 
— As they have commenced bearding tlie Lion* in their 
D ens, may the boasted gallantry o f  the inmate* be mani. 
tested by their spirits taking their everlasting flight.
By Bro. W e s t o n . The Ladies and Gentlemen who hart 
favored the Assembly with Music— May their lives be as har- 
monious as their efforts this evening have been creditabk 
to them selves, and acceptable to their audience.
Bv Bro. J .  L .  M i t c h e l l . Temperance and Industry— 
The*bulwarks o f future posterity.
By Bro, J a s , P . W e s t o n . The Sons, Daughters, ani 
all other fr iends  o f  Temperance— May they join in one Grand 
U nio n  lor the destruction o f  the common enemy.
By Bro. J . D . M o o r e . T ha  D aughter's Committee of 
Arrange ments— N othing worthless lias been palmed ofl her,, 
although they have a P alm er;  and who would not expect 
that things would be done up Broum  when there was a Flint 
to strike the fire.
By Bro. J a m e s  N a s h . T h t  Rumssllers o f  Gardiner— 
Mav they always lie furnished with a tall Dickey and a good 
M arshall, and be obliged to go to N utting  without a lyjfo.
more.
B y Bro. J o h n  W k r b . Daughters o f  Temperance— 
Children of the Martha W ashingtons— May they ever prove 
them selves worthy o f such mothers.
By Bro. II. W . J e w e l l . The Ladies—The mainpil. 
lars to society, the delight and charm o f  the social circle, 
and destined by the Croator to lie the co-workers of matt in 
carrying forward the glorious temperance cause.
B y a G u e s t . The Clergymen o f Gardiner— Lights on
M ethodist and Church H ills— May the people keep them 
| well trimmer), and may their rays become concentrated so 
i as to illumine the vale o f  intemperance beneath them.truths of Temperance. In front of the PresidenPs
, TT n  , i B y  H . S m i t h . The Daughters o f Temperance—Mav
sea t , anti e x te n d in g  q u ite  a cro ss  th e  H a ll ,  stood  a | tj1Cy |w mothers and grandmothers ofTemperance.
him for good. I have a rod in pickle for our; be done. If they will do neither, let them be ex­
orthodox Bro.Green, which will teach him a 
new part of his creed, viz:
“Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth and 
scourgelh every son,” &c , which will doubt­
less be to him an assurance of his heirship. 
More anon,
Very respectfully, yours,
V e r i t a s .
posed and denounced, so far as our cause is con­
cerned, as on a par with the traitor Arnold.
Trial of Dr. Coolidge.
An Independent Press— guided by honesty of purpose and 
principle—devoted to the support of morality and virtue, as 
the true element of national prosperity, and of individual 
and social happiness.
FRIDAY MORNING, MARCH 3, 1848
OC -^A'l communications and letters of business should be 
addressed ( pos t  p a i d ) to II. W . J e w e l l  & Co.,  
Gardiner, Me.
We do not know how extensively it prevails, 
but are aware that in many parts of the county 
considerable excitement exists in relation to the 
«  course adopted with regard to the venira for a jury 
^  ^  r i  . j in this ease. It has been frequently asserted and
V* ) U  l l^  lU  j and by many it is believed, that the counsel for 
the Doctor obtained the return of the venira quite 
a number of weeks previous to the date for which 
the trial was fixed ; that instead of allowing the 
quota of men to be returned, to be drawn only a 
very short time previous to the day for trial, the 
order was, that they be drawn several weeks, if 
not more than a month in advance. As the im­
pression prevails, that this measure was desired
most bountifully spread table, which the Daughters 
had loaded with all kind of ‘•'•good e a t i n g meats, 
cakes, and a variety of fruits were heaped up in 
profusion. And by no means the least important 
matter of all, directly opposite the door, but on 
the other side of the room was a piano, and in 
her proper place, an accomplished player,—Miss 
Churchill,—supported on either hand by a se­
lect company of singers.
| By F . G l a z i e r , Jr. T he Cause o f  Temperance—Ma? 
| its progress ever be like the Eagles flight, onward anil 
! upward.
By J- S .  M c C u r d y . T h e  D a u g h te r s  o f  Tem per  am t—
I May their wadnvord be excelsior.
By B ro. G . M. A t w o o d . The Ladies— W * adore them 
for their intelligcwc, rosjiect them for their virtue, admire 
them for their beauty, and love them because they are the 
friends o f Temperance.
By B r o . N. O. M i t c h e l l . The young Ladies who
were invited, and refused to take pari tenth us on this occasion, 
fo r  fear  o f  offending some who are opjooscel to the Temperance
A  little  a fter s e v e n , th e  a s se m b ly  w as c a lled  to  I cause. May they never be united to such influence.
T E R M S OF T H E
COLD W A TER FOUNTAIN.
order by the President, a select portion of Scrip­
ture was read by Rev. Mr. Weston, and prayer 
was offered by Rev. Mr. Stratton, of Pittston.— 
At the call of the President, Dr. Holman, of this 
town, spoke at considerable length upon the sub­
ject of ''Temperance. IJe examined with much 
ability the frequently reiterated assertion, that “the 
eause of temperance is retrograding.” He showed 
conclusively that its progress was onward, al­
though a great work was yet to be performed, 
calling for the earnest and untiring efforts of the 
friends of humanity. After a fine piece of music, 
the President stated to the audience, that Bishop 
Burgess after accepting the invitation of the cmn-ancl obtained bv the defendant, and not the Attor-. . . .
„ , . , . , nuttee to be present during the evening, had nott-
ney General, the inquiry is very natural, for ichat ! 1 , , .
. - , , , , fied them he must be excused from attending, asi n  co l . f u r l  mo n f fP i tco i  n r i n u t  c n rd ipurpose did the counsel -for the accused adopt such
- 7,50
Single copies, per annum, in advance,
S ix  copies for one year, “ -
Twaive copies for one year,
Twenty copies, one year, “  - - 29,00;
Any person sending in a Club of six or more, shall be 
entitled to an Extra Copy, gratis. All letters to be post 
p a i d .
#1,50 j an unusual meaauie? As it is difficult, if not im­
possible to prevent conjecture, many have not been 
13,50 s10w to believe, that, a jury most favorable to an 
acquittal was the object. Whether this were the 
object or not, wt will not pretend to say ; but it 
does appear to us quite unfortunate, that a course
1 By B r o . E . H o w s . The Sons and  D aughters o f Tem­
perance— May they live to see the Banner ot their Order 
spread triumphantly over their heads, ’till rumscllers and 
rumdrinkers shall be no more.
By B r o . YVm . P a l m e r . The Daaghters and Sons of 
Temperance. United they stand divided tlicv fall.
T oast handed in by a Daughter ofT em perance. F . Gla­
zier J r ’s Sentim ent— May w e soon have the happiness to 
see those young men who stand aloof, assist the causo of 
temperance in its Eagle flight.
During the giving of the sentiments, Bro. John 
Robinson, a patriarch of temperance, and Bro. J. 
Berry, Jr., President of the evening, were called 
out, who both spoke with their usual fervor and 
acceptance. We have not room to report their 
speeches.
The assembly broke up in good season as could 
have been expected, all delighted and profited
with the evening’s entertaiment and exercises._
We understand that the Dana liters made a hand­
some profit on the sale of tickets, and that the 
sum realized will be appropriated to charitable 
uses.
I I oav to take al*aper.—Be sure and pay in.advance, I1**® been adopted in the case, which, especially in
the event of an acquittal will greatly tend to pre- 
rent that influence of a verdict in the public mind,
and thus have the privilege of reading yo ur  own paper , 
instead of the P u b l i s h e r s ’ . If you c hange your resi­
dence, inform the publishers immediately, stating your name, which all just verdicts ought to have. Such a 
the town you move from , and the town you move to.
How to stop a Paper.—When the time has expir- j 
cd for which you have paid, if  you wish to stop your "paper, i 
write a letter to the Publishers, informing them of your i 
wish, and do it t h e n , not wait a month or two, until you 
have got half a dozen or more papers than you have paid 
for.
ways ought to be the proceedings in connection 
with important trials, as will be most likely to 
leave upon all candid minds the impression, that 
legal justice has resulted in the verdict. If we 
mistake not, the above mentioned measure is of 
the very opposite character. It is conjectured 
Our Course.—We continue to send papers to Sub-■ ;hat the design has been to ascertain the peculiar
he was opposed to secret societies, and was tut- i 
| willing to sanction organizations of that kind, by | 
his presence in that assembly. Rev. Mr. Stratton 
I was then called upon, who entertained the audi- 
[ ence with some interesting and valuable remarks, ; 
j After another piece ot music, Rev. Mr. Staples j 
j presented in a very happy manner, a variety of 
well chosen thoughts upon temperance. Music 
| followed, and then Bro. Gcogre Bvram, of this
i town, spoke long and earnestlu upon his favorite .... __ r1- t ‘ °  J  1 p e tition  o l a n u m b er of our en te r p r is in g
:c, the necessity of faithful and persevering 1
seribers, after the time tfiey have subscribed has expired, 
unless otherwise ordered. W e never stop a paper until all 
arrearages arc paid up, or we are assured a subscriber is 
worthless. It is useless, therefore, for a man of “ means,” 
to order his paper stopped, while he is owing anything for it.
-  T H E  LAW  OF N E W SPA P E R S.
1. Subscribers who do not give express notice to die 
contrary, are considered as wishing to continue their sub 
scriptions.
2. I f  subscribers order the dicontiniiancc o f their papers, 
the publishers may continue to send them until all arrear­
ages are paid.
3. I f  subscribers neglect or refuse to take their papers 
from the offices to which they arc directed, they arc held 
responsible till they have settled the bill and ordered the 
paper discontinued.
character of every individual returned, and from 
j  the exceedingly large number, if possible, to se- j 
lect the least scrupulous who would be less op- j 
posed to crime, and less susceptible of a proper | 
sensibility to the public safety. Since it is some­
times the case that the Fathers of the Towns are 
not sufficiently careful whose names they put into 
the Jury-box,it must be improper to,allow important
j efforts on the part of the temperance community, 
and the criminality of those who lent their influ­
ence or means to sustain the drunkard maker. Af­
ter more music, which, without deteriorating, was 
ready to be poured out in harmonious strains at 
' the close of every speaker's remarks, Bro. O. 
Crane took the stand. The applause with which 
his address was received clearly showed that lie 
had spoken with effect. Rev. Mr. Weston follow­
ed, curtailing his remarks somewhat, because of
Co'obossec Division.
T E M P E R A N C E  T R IU M PH  A N T.
A new Division ol the Sons of Temperance lias- 
just been instituted in our Village. Upon the
and en­
ergetic young men,—some of whom have long oc­
cupied a position hostile to the temperance move- 
men—Bro. J. P. Weston, Grand Worthy Palrsrch, 
assisted by Bro. .7. N ish, as Grand Cnnd uctitr, and 
other Bros., proceeded to institute Cobbossee Di­
vision, No. 104. Notwithstanding there were 
already two flourishing Divs. in the village, nnd 
one in Pittston, about a qn irter of a mile distant, it 
was judged expedient and desirable that a new 
one should he formed. By this movement a val-
. , , . . . , . lant detachment of the Enemy’s forces is placedthe lateness of the hour, anu the*desire winch the • . . . . , , ,m battle array against Ins strong holds. High
audience might be presumed to feel for a different . __ __ , . ,° hopes and strong expectations are raised. Let
entertainment, that of the table. He spoke of the i llllo t.- . i , . ...’ , . . , . . , , ' . . ‘"is Division but do its duty, as we trust it will,and
propriety of making the birthday of Washington „ ... •,, , ' .. , , ,' . . . .  , . . " a mighty work will be accomplished for the re­
cases to be tried, only by ilie least competent of 
all who may be returned to the number of more 
than a hundred.
- a festive occasion, especially of making it subser­
vient to the promotion of temperance. He allud­
ed to the complaints which had been made because 
j  of the absence of expected guests; he wished that jIf our present laws allow such tilings to he j
dune, or leave the door open for similar corrupt j^10se u ( : a m e  an<! those who staid away should under the most flattering r 
measures should counsel choose to adopt them, acl Fcelv and conscientiously they were respon- 
while we would he tar from saying that one thing s' ^ e ,0 a Uglier power than this assembly. lie
demption of this community from the curse of In­
temperance. 1 ho occasion of instituting was an in­
teresting one to the “Sons” who were present to 
assist in the services. The Division commences 
auspices. The following
4. If subscribers remove to other places without inform- |)as been designedly or really wrono in this case, ! exPrcsse4 great regret that a venerable friend of
ing the Publishers, and the paper is seat to the former di­
rection, they arc held responsible.
5. The Courts have decided that refusing to take a pa­
per from the office, or removing and leaving it uncalled for, 
is “ prima facie” evidence of intentional fraud.
* Thomas Cage, a Dominican friar, in liis travels, pub­
lished at London in 1648, ascribes the skill of the gold­
smiths of Mexico in 1625, when lie resided there, to the 
Chinese who have been made Christians; and, annually 
arriving therg^ perfect the Spaniards in this branch of art. 
He describes in glowing colors the wealth ol the Spaniards, 
the number and elegance of their churchesf and profligacy 
of their lives. He makes also this striking remark—‘that 
tlie better sort of Spaniards, who professed more religion 
find fear of God, often said that they really thought God 
would destroy that city, and give up the country into the 
power of some other nation.’
■f This article was written in October, 1846, before the 
movement c f General Scott upon Vera Cruz.
O i.d t o w n , Feb. 14, 1848.
B ro . J e w e l l :—I have a few more odds 
and ends, of the “same sort" to report from 
the “ village of mills and slabs.” I shall 
quote and comment freely and boldly, as a 
part has heretofore, and still will be. probably 
thrown on the broad shoulders of our “wolf­
ish” and “willing to bear it,” temperance 
friend “C. H. D .,” who, by the way, is 
willing to suffer reproach from the “evil le­
gion," for the prosperity of the cause, and 
will hear it ‘‘like a martyr."
1st, Comes a real tit-bit, E. R. Lamos, of 
the “ Wadleigh House,” is getting pious ! No 
humbug in this, for I heard the “Bihle-man” 
say that Lamos told him he had not a bible 
in his house, and if he would (as liquor sell­
ing was dull this winter) give him one hihle 
he would buy another, and he did so ; also, 
Ephraim (no doubt like one of old wishing 
his neighbors to rejoice with him) desired the 
“hihle man” to tell every body of the fact.— 
Now I  wish to aid the penitent who desires 
to disjoin himself from his idols and embrace 
the Bible, by giving a more extended notice 
of his intentions to keep a pious tavern, like 
neighbor Green’s of the (formerly) “Codman 
House.” No doubt Christian pilgrims who 
travel this way will put themselves out then 
to call at these religious sanctums where not 
only the natural man will be rested and cared 
for, hut his spiritual strength can he renewed.
FINDING FAULT— WORKING.
There are all sorts of temperance men, so call­
ed, Bet, to our notion, it is one thing to deserve 
the name, and another to wear it. There are 
neighbor A., neighbor B., and neighbor C., and 
so all through the alphabet, who have been known 
as professedly temperance men, for years. They 
are called such, because they regard temperance 
mainly, as they do politics of their party—a sub­
ject with which they have not much to do, except 
in election times, at the ballot-box, and in the 
matter of supporting tlie temperance paper, though 
five in six neglect this. From January to Decem­
ber, they do not utter a single syllable against the 
murderfti! conduct of the rumsellet, much less 
against a class of would-be-respectable men, who 
company with and support him. They may, occa­
sionally, stray into a temperance meeting, and 
yawningly hear what a speaker has to say. If no 
one manifests a temperature on the subject a trifle 
above zero, with them the occasion passes off well 
enough ; nobody benefilted and nobody hurt.— 
But—mark it—if any one rises and talks as if he 
believed that the perpetrators of intemperance were 
inflicting ineffable wrongs upon community, and 
that it was the duty of all men to use all honora­
ble measures to compel them to desist, they are 
instantly offended. Though they have not opened 
their mouths against intemperance venders for a 
twelve-month, they now manifest that they do not 
always keep below zero. As lias been said ot 
fault-finders regarding another subject, in their 
judgment of the temperance folks,
“ Some arc too fa s t;  some arc too slow,
Some walk too straight, to make a show;
While others far too crooked go—
And all of them arc wrong !”
Would these men but denounce the rnmseller, 
as warmly as they denounce their brethren in tlie 
cause; would they watch the perpetrators of the 
evil with as hypercritical an eye as that with 
w hich they look upon true temperance laborers ; 
would they become but half as fastidious regard 
ing the evil—the earth destroying and heaven de­
fying evil of intemperance, as they are in respect 
to measures to put it away, they would certainly 
exhibit some claim to the character of temperance 
men. Did they know how disgusting to all rea­
sonable minds, must appear the conduct of a 
such as stand aloof from the work themselves, and 
from the hack ground, with their arms folded and 
lounging at their ease, with an oblique critical eye 
surveying the arduous sacrificing toil of others,
we nevertheless think that the law ought to 
be altered so as to prevent them. If tlie design 
in having the jury returned so early was to afford 
counsel time to ascertain the private views of each, 
tlie postponement of the trial will afford still fur­
ther opportunity. It is to be regretted that any­
thing has been done, which is so highly calcu­
lated to awaken suspicion, and wereally hope 
that nothing of questionable character has been 
intended.
our cause, Col. J. Stone, could not be present 
with us, as he was detained by sickness which 
was probably “ unto death.”  At the request of 
the President, he then invoked the divine blessing 
upon the audience and the repast of which they 
were about to partake.
When tlie demands of appetite were sufficient­
ly satisfied, the following, among other toasts were ____________
given, and drank,—many of them with rapturous I T ^  m » i , «, . 1 iiuoracsJHa&fRcticTelcffj'anhafldColFsapplause—in pure cold water.
Sub-Marine Battery.
Mr. W a k e f i e l d , a sc ient if ic  lecturer, who
are the names of the officers for the present quar­
ter,
I I arlow llAnnEx, W. p.
W m . B. G r a n t , J r ., VV. A.
F r a n k l i n  G l a z i e r , J r.. H. S.
J a m e s  W. \ \  ijitf. ,  A. R. S.
Chas. B Clap, F. S.
F r a n c i s  II. W e y m o u t h , T.
J a m e s  O  J a q t e s , C .
S y lv a n u s  H a t h a w a y , A. C.
R o b e r t  C r a w f o r d , I. S.
L e a n d k r  II L o w e l l , O. S .
R e g u la r  T o a s ts ,
1. The Birth-day o f W ash ing ton .
\  (lay never to be forgotten by the Sons and Daughters
! of Freemen— may its annual return always be celebrated 
by the Sons and Daughters o f  Tem perance.
2. W illcwa Union, D . o f  T .
May it never, like the N atives o f  the banks of the Ken-
Endure Hardness.
The Apostle Paul enjoined upon Timothy, to 
endure hardness as a good soldier. Whoever un­
dertakes perseveringly to benefit his fellow men in 
any department of moral reform, will find abun- j nebec—from one of whom it takes its name— be obliged to
dant use for this exhortion. To the true temper­
ance soldier many things are indeed hard. It is 
unpleasant to be found fault with, when one is do­
ing the best in his power, and wi h the best of in­
tentions ; to have one’s remarks perveited to be 
in contioversy arising from opposition from such 
as call themselves temperance men ; to be united 
with uncultivated, stubborn, unreasonabe men ; to 
often see measures adopted which we know 10 be 
wrong, &c., &c., &c. How much easier, peace­
ful, and agreeable it would be, to let the world 
wag as it will, without interfering in any way to 
make it better, to defend the injured, lo oppose 
the unjust. How pleasant to have every one call 
us a good fellow. What temperance man has 
not had all this, and a thousands times as much 
more like it, often pass through his mind. But. 
after all, there is something within, sometimes 
called conscience, which tells us that we must not 
live for ourselves ; that however sacrificing it 
sometimes is, it is nevertheless better to go 
straight forward in the patlt of duty, that the 
world shall have been the better for our having 
lived in it, and that such a reflection may soften 
and extract the thorn from our pillow in life’s clos­
ing hour. If you suffer, be comforted by the re­
flection, that in this you initiate the best of men. 
Hold on through whatever obstructs, like a good 
soldier.
yield its ground to invaders.
3. The Clergy o f  our Village.
May they all labor to promote Tem perance, harmony and 
iting with the Sons of Temperance.good will, by un m n s t  e
4. The Temperance Pledge.
Many liavc found it. the safeguard of their “ lives,”  their 
“ fortunes,”  and their “ sacred honor.”
5. Our Country.
Its Religious Institutions, its Schools, and its Temper
ance Organizations,— three o f the safeguards o f our national .
(•yistm r*.
comes to us highly recommended, gave his first 
entertainmemt at the Town Hall, in this village, 
on Saturday evening last, to a numerous audience, 
explanatory of the power and usefulness of Colt's 
Sub-.Marinc Battery. in blasting rocks, and remov­
ing obstructions to navigation in our harbors; and 
explained, aided by an excellent apparatus, which 
is seen in operation, the process by which intelli­
gence is conveyed, without regard to distance, in 
the twinkling of an eye, from one city to another, 
by Morse's Magnetic. Telegraph, by tlie power of
6. Sons and Daughters o f Temperance.
May our distinct associations exist as co-laborers, until 
Temperance shall have triumphed, and all divisions be 
merged in one great union of Temperance, Purity and L ove. .lech Ci,n he understood perfectly by all; and the
I neitv. His numerous experiments were en- 
tiiely successful and satisfactory. The happy and 
familiar manner with which he illustrates hissub-
The Old and New Temperance Organizations.
May they emulate each other in their efforts to free man­
kind from the dominion of King Alcohol.
8. Gov. Briggs o f Massachusetts.
May his example in the cause o f Tem perance, he imita­
ted by every Governor in the Union.
9. Father Matthew.
Under God, a savior of life to the ssns o f  the Emerald 
Isle,— we hail Ids coming to our country, as the D a y  Star
to many a benighted inebriate
10. The. Opposers o f  Temperance.
1 bey have retreated from the open field, and now fight 
only in Guerrilla parties;— may they sooVi be compelled to 
relinquish even this mode o f warfare.
11. Old Ireland.
t That gem of the ocean, that green spot in the sea— T he  
land of Pootry, and of Robert Emmet. May its people 
soon be emancipated, politically and m orally,‘and— under 
guidance of that Apostle o f tem perance and Hum anity, 
Father Matthew— break the chains that bind them , and 
holding up the sundered fragments, shout— Victory!
12. W ashington.
Tie, under God, achieved our L iberties,— 'Temperance 
will perpetuate them.
13. Thu D aughters’ Union.
admiration of the audience amounts to perfect en­
thusiasm, and the only regret is that every body 
cannot be present to linen to his interesting,in­
structive, and amusing lecture.
He gave his second lecture on W ed n esd ay  even­
ing to a large and fashionable audience, and it is 
but faint praise to say that lie gave universal satis­
faction.
We understand he is about visiting a portionof 
our State, and we cheerfully recommend him as* 
gentleman worthy of patronage.
Mechanics’ Association.
The Lecture before this body, on Monday even­
ing last, was delivered by B i s h o p  B u r g e s s .—  
Subject— Germany. The geographical and de­
scriptive portions of this Lecture were highly in­
teresting ; while the warm eulogiums bestowed 
on the character of the Germans, as a people, were 
calculated to create a profound respect for them, 
from the more favored citizens of this happy re­
public. We forbear further comments, being 
unable to report the subject matter of the lec­
ture in a manner that will do justice to the speaker.
Io  secure, the permanency o f their Organization, may 
they be united— to a man.
V o lu n tee r  T o a s ts .
By L io . J o h n  N\ r u n . The Unmarried Daughters o f 
1 emperanee May they never so far deviate from thoir ob­
ligations, as to listen to the love tale of a walking ruin jug.
Bro. ( . r a n k , being called upon for a toast, gave—
O m>- W orthy  Brother, J o h n  R o b i n s o n — The Pioneer in 
the I emperanee cause in this village, and one o f tlie first 
members of Warren D iv .; although in the sear and yellow 
leaf o f age, lie stands, like the last rose o f Summer,
“ Still blooming, fresh and gay,
W hile his fellows are gone, and faded away.”
—-Long may he live to encourage the footsteps of those 
who follow him.
Bro. Robinson replied with one o f his best speeches.
A c c i d e n t .—Mr. Chester Rhodes, of this town, 
met with a serious accident on Friday last. Hi 
was engaged in hauling stone for the Paper Mill 
about to be erected in this town ; and while un­
loading a large stone from the sled, it slipped from 
his hold, knocked him down the slope of the bank, 
and falling upon his leg, crushed it very badly — 
We understand fears are entertained that ampul*- 
tion will be necessary.
D a i l y  E v en in g  U m p i r e .—This is the title of 
a smart daily, published in Portland. It is devoh 
ed to tlie advocacy of Gen. Taylor’s claims totl'* 
Presidency. Aside from its political principle*, 4 
is an excellent news journal, having a direct com- 
munication with Boston, New York, &c., by Tele­
graph, by which means it is enabled to furnish11* 
readers with news in’.advance of tlie Boston Pa" 
pers.
Bible Presentation and Address.
On Monday evening of last week, a large an- 
dience was assembled in tlie Methodist Church in 
Pittston, to witness the presentation of a Bible 
and two beautiful Solar Lamps from the ladies ol 
that village to Adelphi Division, No- 01, >S. of rI\; 
and to listen loan address from R e v . Mr. K alloch 
of Augusta.
After the prayer, and tlie performance o f  several 
excellent pieces of music by a select choir, came 
the interesting ceremony of the presentation.— 
Miss L ucy  A. C u p e l  y.n d , on the part of the 
donors, presented the Bible, &c., with tlie following 
chaste and appropriate speech, delivered in a truly 
elegant style:—
Sons o f Temperance,— We have met you 
here this evening on an occasion of no com­
mon interest, to tender you a token of our 
approbation. We have been much inlet ested 
in the prosperity of your Order, while we 
have noticed your zeal and integrity, not only 
in carrying out the principles of your Society, 
but by generous acts of benevolence conferred 
on those who are not willing as yet to engage 
with you. For such noble acts of kindness 
we thank you,— but w hat are words compared 
with the warm gratitude of our hearts.—
W i) &
FRIDAY MORNING, MARCH 3, 1848.
Would that all men who held the Christian 
name were disposed to aid you in your en­
deavors to do good, to sustain your truly 
glorious institution—an institution that has 
for its object the suppression of intemperance,
^ . 5 ll. V‘5itJ he Sick . b6d ° f ? brother’ and | der against the Indians.
The American troop
W a s h i n g t o n , Feb. 24.
On the assembling of the Supreme Court 
to-day, Chief Justice Taney announced the 
death ol Mr. Adams, and the Court immedi­
ately adjourned.
In the House, Mr. Talmage moved that 
Mr. Adams’ chair be clothed in mourning 
and remain vacant during the remainder of 
the session.
Mr. McDowell moved that badges of 
mourning be worn, and that the flags be at 
half mast.
T h e  T r e a t y .— The following are said to 
be some of the features of the Treaty with 
Mexico, now before the Senate.
1. Senors Cuevar, Conto and Artistan, on 
the part of Mexico, and Mr. Trist on the part 
of the United States, are appointed Commis­
sioners to adjust the Treaty.
The citizens of Mexico, now in the ceded 
j territory, are to be protected in all their rights, 
j &c. on taking the oath to the United States.
J Grants of land made prior to the session,
I to be respected.
Catholic religion is to he respected, and 
: Catholics to be protected in all their religious 
I privileges.
Land grants in Texas prior to 1836 to be 
i protected.
The United States are to defend the bor-
utation was without a blemish, 
he say, ‘I am composed.’
Well might
Of the class mates of John Q. Adams, the 
following survive in our Country, viz. Judge 
Putnam, Rev. Dr. Eaton, Hon. Leonard 
White— also Rev. Abiel Abbot, Judge Cranch, 
Rev. Dr. Packard, and one or two others.—* 
Salem Register.
contribute to his necessities,— whose meetings 
are opened by seeking divine instruction thro’ 
prayer, or in reading the word of God: and 
we would urge upon you to cherish the prin­
ciples of your Order, and not only practice 
them, but teach them. Full well does that 
widowed mother know of the temptations 
that beset her son — that son whom she expects 
to be the prop of her declining years—and , 
she looks to you to save him from the drunk- j 
ard’s path ; the wife, the sister— they lcok toj 
you to save the husband, the brother, from the j 
insidious wiles of the tempter. Do you say I 
the task is difficult, and you shrink from the | 
undertaking?— we do not ask you to do it 
without a guide to direct you. Take liiisj 
Holy Bible ; receive it from our hands as a i 
token of our approbation. Upon its sacred; 
pages you will find every instruction needed 
to direct you.
and obey its commands. Long  may the light 
of these solar lamps gild its heavenly paqrcs. 
We then wish you God speed. May His 
spirit direct to a careful perusal of His word. 
We respect you for your zeal ; we honor you 
as a society;— and when death shall lay his 
icy hand upon any of your members, and 
with slow and measured tread you wend your 
way to his last resting place, this thought may 
console your hearts, that by a prayerful peru­
sal of this Holy Bonk, and by faith in its 
Divine Author, his soul had entered that haven 
of rest that remains for the people of God.
Tlie donations were received on the part of the 
Division, b y B ro. S am ’l S .  C o l b u r n , with th e  
following well adapted replv : —
Respected Friend,— Be assured that it is
to leave Mexico in
three months
Custom Houses, &c. to be restored.
The United States to pay Mexico twelve 
millions of dollars, (including the three mil­
lions) and to assume the claims of American 
citizens against Mexico.
Ratifications of the treaty to be exchanged 
within four months * and
Future wars to be conducted on civil prin­
ciples !
[Telegraphic to the Boston Post.]
Death of Ex-President Adams.
C o n g r e s s .— On Thursday, at 12 o’clock, 
the Vice President called the Senate to order. 
Prayer by Rev. Mr. Gurley.
Mr. Douglass gave notice that on to-mor- 
Study, then, this sacred book,! row be would ask leave to introduce a bill to
establish the Territory of Nebraska.
Mr. Allen moved to lake up the resolution 
which he had previously offered, inquiring 
whether an armistice exists between the Uni­
ted States and Mexico, and by what authori­
ty
A T e r r ib l e  S it u a t i o n . The following 
distressing particulars of the loss of a mail 
stage near Montreal we find in a paper of 
that city :
There were but two passengers. Mr. Og­
den of Quebec, and Mr. Russell of Ancaster. 
When the leaders plunged into the water, Mr 
Ogden and Mr Russell both leaped from the 
stage ; tlie first made good his footing on the 
main ice, hut Mr. Russell’s cloak unfortunate­
ly got entangled and before he could extricate 
himself he found himself in deep water.
He clung to the stage, but as the night was 
dark he could see nothing of his compnions. 
The horses swam with the stage about two 
miles until it grounded on a shoal, near the 
Isle Dorval where the horses perished. Ow­
ing to the intense cold, Mr. Russell’s clothes 
were immediately frozen to the stage, other­
wise he must have been swept off, as the wind 
was blowing strongly. Soon after the plunge, 
Mr. Russell called out to the driver, Mudge, 
who answered that he was on a sheet of ice 
and drifting down ; but the night was so dark 
that they could not see each other. Mr. Rus­
sell afterward heard him shouting at inter­
vals, some distance a head of himself, and 
there is every probability that the unfortunate 
man was hurried down the Lachine Rapids.
Mr. Russell lay on the stage, where it
£>•
of the weather, for eight hours, from half-past 
1 in the morning to half past 9, at which 
hour he was rescued. When found his situ­
ation was distressing in the extreme ; from 
the continuous beating of the surf over him 
as he lay, he had become completely encased 
in ice, to such an extent that it was found 
necessary to clear it from him with axes, be­
fore he could he detached from the stage.
F a t h e r  M a t h e w .— The visit of this dis­
tinguished friend of Temperence, to this 
country is looked for with considerable anxie­
ty, and preparations are already making in 
New York to give him a cordial reception. 
Miss Edgewoith, the celebrated writer, now 
S2 years of age, says in reference to this 
philantropist:—‘Since the time of tho Crus­
ades, never has one single voice awakened 
such moral energies; neve? Was the call of 
one man so universally, so promptly, so long 
obeyed. Never, since the world began, were 
countless multitudes so influenced and so suc­
cessfully by one mind to one' peaceful pur­
pose. Never were nobler ends by nobler 
means attained.’
Fatal Accident.—Mr. Oliver Fuller, o f 
Lvnn. was killed on the Eastern Railroad, on 
Thursday forenoon, about 11 o’clock. He 
was walking upon the track, near the lower 
depot, in Lynn, at the time of the passage of 
two trains in opposite directions. He stepped 
from one track to the other, but before he 
could entirely get across, he was struck by 
the engine of the clown train, and instantly 
killed. He was about 75 years of age.— 
Salem Gazette.
i i tarr iages .
“ I tell thee there is no potter 
To part us—but in death.”
In Augusta, John N. Ho7cy of Hallowed, to Miss Caro­
line Wade.
In East Livermore, Uriah Reed of Danville, to Miss 
Frances N. Gould/
In East port,- Albert J. Williams, of VVatervilIc to Bliss 
Julia F. Currv<
In B a lh fN /C .-A . Jenksj of North Yarmouth, to Miss 
Marcia S . Bowman; Jesse Mitchell to Miss Mary A . Todd.
In Salem, Samuel Foster,-of Va»salboro«gh,to Mary C ., 
daughter of Writ Fi ve
SE L L IN G  O F F
T o Close up  tl»e C on cern !
w
, C.  . t   ,  ^ I 
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........... I'rv .
In Thomas ton, James Morton to Bliss Caroline C. Gre- 
ry; Issac Brown to Miss Margaret Stall of^Warren.
Ik Ellsworth, William J. Chamberlain to Miss Lucy A.
gor
Brimmer.
In Moddybemps, Seth Emerson to Bliss Sarah Gray.
Dcatljs,
■ Why o’er the virtuous dead should mourner* weep 1 
The viituous never truly die—they sleep.”
B e a r s  !— We are informed by.a gentleman 
who saw them, (says the Waterville Mail) 
that four hears were killed in Clinton, on the j 
19th ult. They consisted of the mother and 
her offspring, and were killed by Mr. Joseph 
Crawford, assisted by two hoys and a dog, 
with no effective weapons hut an axe. It was 
judged the old one would weigh from 200 to 
250 pounds. This was a bold deed.
, . r i i  in i • i ! Death o f Major Edward Webster.— Mr.
rounded, exposed to Ihe dreadM 'nclemency | p reaner b^ rer of tho Pe?ce Treaty,
brings news of the death of Major Edward 
Webster, (son of the Hon. Daniel Webster) 
of the Massachusetts Volunteers. He died 
at Matarnoros, of typhus fever. Letters re­
ceived in this city confirm the statement of his 
death.
In Augusta, Amasa Hewitts,- aged 58; Ado lino, daughter 
of Lemuel Hatch aged 2 years 4 months.
In Waterville, Daniel Fairfield, aged 60; Mrs.- Caroline 
R. wife of Jones R. Elden, aged 24.
In Winthrop, Elizabeth, wife of Hon. S . V. Reason, 
aged 36; Bit s. Lee, wife of Seward G. Lee, aged 33.
^In Hallowell, Mrs. Hannah Smith, aged, 27.
In Calais, Wm. Lawrence, aged 70.
In Eastport, Dr. Henry Byrain, aged 68; Mrs. Betsey, 
wife of Capt. Andrew R. Bradford, aged 50.
D r e a d f u l  A c c id e n t . The boiler attached 
to the saw mill of Mr. A. De La Torre, situ­
ated in Mazyckborough (S. C.) exploded by 
some carelessness on Tuesday of last week. 
The head of the boiler was thrown some dis­
tance, and passing through the roof one of the j 
outbuildings in the neighborhood, fell a dis­
tance of some one hundred and twenty-five 
yard from the scene of disaster; the body of
Blindness Cured.— Dr. George F. Dock at 
Harrisburg, Pa., removed, a few days ago, a 
cataract in the eye of a boy thirteen years of 
age, by the name of Culp, who had been 
blind from his infancy,but who now (by three 
minutes’ work of the surgical instrument) has
( i O n g T e l i o w
W OULD inform the inhabitants of Pittston and vicin ity, that he intends to keep a general assortment of 
CARRIAGES AND SL E IG H S,
At a moderate price. Carriages made and repaired to or­
der.
He hopes those wishing to purchase a good carriage, will 
call and examine his before purchasing elsewhere;; espec­
ially his brother Odd Fellows.
N. B. Particular attention paid to Blacksmithing, R e­
pairing aud Painting.
Pittston, March 2 ,1848 . 32
T 1
F o r  S o le .
HE Subscriber offers for sale a good Story and half 
house, beautifully situated in Pittston, about 3 minutes 
travel from the ferry. Said house is well finished and is 
24 by 34— with an L 14 by 33, that contains a wash room, 
with a good cistern, a good wood shed and stable large 
enough for a cow aud horse. For further particulars call 
on tlie subscriber. F . FIFIE LL D .
Pittston, Fell. 29, 184S. 32
TVoticc*
j A LL persons are hereby forbid harboring or trusting 
i Ja Sl  E m i l y  B, L a pham , my wife, on my account after 
this date, as she has left my bed and board without sufficient
< apktston, Feb. 21, 1848.
N .  K .  C H A D W I C K ,
ILL sell his stock of D R Y  G O O D S  at » great 
discount without regard to cost, as h e  in te n d #  t »  
leav e th is place,
Me has one o f tho largest ftn'd best selected stocks ort 
the’ river, consisting, in part of (fie following named articles :
Broadcloths, Cassimcres, Satinerfs, Vestings and Ini- 
lees’ Trimmings, Cloak Goods of all sorts,- Dress Goods 
of all kinds.
F L A N N E L S .-— Red, W iiife, and YcSow—plain anil
figured, of all qualities.
S H A W L S *—'Phe most in quantity, and from the best 
in quality down to the lowest priced article at 25 cents, and 
at less ju ices than ever before offered.
Brown and Bleached Sheetings, (a good article fpf 0 
cents per yard,) Shirtings and Drillings, Striped Shirting?* 
Tickings, Denims, sill kinds of Linen Goods, Bleached and 
Brown Table Cloths, colored do., Bonnet Ribbons, Laces 
and Laec Edgings, Satins, Vestings, Copper-plates,- whitfi 
and col’d Cambrics, Muslins, Nankins, Petticoat Robes* 
Silk Velvet, cotton do., Carpet Bags, Purse Twist and 
Trimmings, Steel Beads, Ba’rfd Boxes, Bloreens, Mitts, 
Gloves and Hosiery, Crape, Napkins, Doilies, Diaper and 
Crash, cloak, dress and curtain Fringes, Gimps Selicias, 
silk, linen and cotton Pocket and Neck Hdkfs.,- eurtairt 
Tassels, Scarfs,— a complete assortment ot L o o k  i n  <3 
Gl a s s e s , &r. &c.
C A R P E T I N G S .— I purchase my Wool and Painted 
Carpetings of the Manufacturer,and tor C A S H ,  and there­
by save t ’-Oo profits* and can and will sell them at lower 
prices than those that purchase of Agents.
Those persons who wish to save 10 to ^25 per cent, on 
their purchases of Dry Goods, will do well to call and ex­
amine my stock before purchasing; aud they will find thia 
is no humbug, as I shall leave this place as soon as I ciui 
close mv business. N . K. CHADW ICK,
Prick Store— corner o f Maine and W ater struts,
Directly opposite the Gardiner Hotel.
*** All persons indebted, by note or accruut, will plena* 
call and settle.
Gardiner, Feb’y, 1848.- 30_____ _
“  1 $ l i T J .  1 5 .  W K U B I £ K ~ 4
®  ,S F  © © *  g a r d i n e r ; m e .
Full sets of Teeth inserted upon the most improved plan,- 
and sufficient time given to test thorn before any pay is re­
quired. 4xtf
w o c t f i a r b  T i io n ip s o w .
OF GARDINER, lias been and still is making im provaments on the Manufacture and Burning of 
B r i c k s ,  l ie  will offer to the public this season shell 
quantities as the demand calls for—arid abetter quality than 
has ever before been offered in the State.
Feb. 2 4 ,1848 . SI
ROGERS LAPHAM. 
3w 3l*
N otice .
the power of vision. His past life must, in -; ffNHE firm of Longfellow & Doelk is this daydis-
, r  , , jsL solved, by mutual consent.deed, seetn a dreem 1 j ^  y
{ the boiler itself, near twenty-five feet in 
Mr. Sevier moved to lay the resolution on j length, and weighing about two tons, how-
the table.
Several Senators participated in the inci­
dental debate upon the question, and the re­
solution was passed.
Several petitions and memorials were pre­
sented.
Mr. Allen moved to take up the resolution 
which he had previously offered, instructing
j ever, took an opposite direction, passing 
through a small wooden building on the op- 
I posite side of the street, and in its course kill- 
| ed a colered man named John Lewis, who 
was sitting at his desk writing, actually divi­
ding him in two, and scattering the weatber- 
! hoarding of the building in every direction. 
The boiler finally made a lodgement among a
M a in e  B o v s .— In the account of the naval 
operations in the Gulf of C a lifo r n ia , (publish­
ed in our paper a few days ago) we perceive5 
that Lieut. Washington A. Bartlett signaliz- j 
ed himself. He was a native of this city, j 
Lieut. Hayward, of Belfast, has also won 
much praise.— Argus.
Pittston, Feb. 12,1848.
N . LO NG FELLO W , 
SILAS D UELL,
3w31
WaiB i vtl a iss n ic d  safe ly ,
A  F IR ST  R A TE Journeyman Boot-maker, to work 
on sewed work. None need apply, unless a good
workman. .
, \ | s0._\  steady, industrious boy, about 17 or 18 years
old, wanted as an Apprentied.
Feb. 23, 184S. (3w31)
Sudorific Powders.
If there is a j'anacea in the world, it is this propara- 
tion. It is a safe and gentle stimulant, equalizing the 
secretions, strengthening the digestive organs, obviating 
costiveness, producing a moist condition ot the skin, and 
in a word, enabling the different organs to perform their 
functions in a healthy manner. It operates in harmony 
with tho laws of nature, and therefore may be safely used 
in every form of disease. It is particularly useful as a 
convenient family medicine, in sudden Colds,febrile attacks, 
hoarseness, sore throat, coughs, influenza, earache, tooth­
ache, pains in the stomach, bowels, or other parts of the 
body, rheumatism, cold hands and feet, diarrhoea, dysen­
tery, colie, crouji, giddiness, hysteria, mumps, headache, 
derangement of tlie stomach, jaundice, worms, nervous 
disorders, and the various eruptions of the skin, It rarely 
if ever fails to bring out the eruption in measles, small pox, 
canker rash, chicken peX, &o.
Prepared and sold by Dr. B» MORTON, Gardinor, [32
ANDREW  JECK .
the Committee on the Judiciary to report, pile of wood on Macbeth’s wharf, some of
whether the act of 1799 needed amendment. 
Upon Mr. Baldwin’s resolution, applying 
incidentawith no common feelings of gratitude flint} tho VVilmot Proviso, an i i l debate,! breaking bis riqht 
\v. receive trese gifts horn you, presented by j ar05:e;n which several Senators participated, 
the Indies of this village, as a token of appro-1 Mr. Foot moved to lay the resolution 
lution for the cause in which we are united. ji)e ,ah|e
Long, long, wih om hearts be rilled with The Vice President presented to the Senate
| a communication, announcing the death ofgratitude for such unexpected testimonials of 
respect; and may the reward of the liberal 
richly return to you, and the Ladies you rep­
resent, and may you ever be as ready in 
promoting every good cause, as you have 
been to assist us in our endeavors to do good.
Accept our sincere thanks for these pre­
cious gifts; and while the rays of these 
lamps shall enable us to study these sacred 
pages, may the light of divine truth shine 
into our hearts, and enable us to read with 
the spirit and with the understanding.
Hon. J o h n  Q u in c y  A d a m s .
Mr. Davis of Massachusetts, responded in 
some feeling and eloquent remarks, when the 
usual resolutions moving to attend the funer­
al, Ac., were unanimously passed.
In the House, the galleries were densely 
crowded. Rev. Mr. Slicer made a solemn 
prayer. The death of Mr. Adams was an­
nounced by the Speaker, who pronounced on
which was thrown against a white man nam­
ed John Hadricks, fracturing his leg and 
arm. The mill itse-lf is 
( much injured by the explosion, 
on j The concussion at the time of the explosion 
was tremendous, arid was felt in every direc­
tion, to a considerable distance. The wreck 
gives an evidence of the power of steam sel­
dom seen, and the astonishment of every spec­
tator is expressed, that a body of iron could 
thus be sent,like an arrow from a well strung 
bow, a distance of some eighty yards, after 
encountering a number of obstructions.—  
Courier.
In Great Britain and Ireland there are now 
about six millions of Total Abstainers from 
all intoxicating liqrors. Surely we need not 
fear but that there is a power in the Pledge, 
and the simple means of persuasion which 
only need to be properly tested, to show that 
a good movement is independent of thesmiles 
and frowns of legislatures and courts.
w r m r m .
Fa si lio si.
ALL persons rue cautioned against purchasing a Note of hand, signed by Charles O. Wilson,running toE . 
Moore, or order, for the sum of Forty Dollars, and Twen­
ty-three Cents, dated Oct. 15th, 1847, payable in sixty days 
from date, as said Note is lost, and payment has been 
stopped. E . MOORE.
Gardiner, Feb. 2 ist, 1848. 31
l \ n y  C rop iffolasses.
J U ST  arrived, 150 Hlids. very superior Cardenas Mo­lasses—and now landing.
For sale by E. H O D G K IN S & C o.,
Near Sagadahock Ferry. 
Batli, Feb. 8, 1S4S. " 3w30
65
C o l . F  re  m o n t — The Sentence o f the Court 
The correspondent of the New York Herald
eloquent eulogy upon his public and private; says the Court Martial, in the case of this
After these exercises, the audience was enter- 
t»ined with an Address of utrisital interest from 
R ev . A. K a l l o c h , of Augusta Ever an interest­
ing speaker, Mr. Kalloch certainly made one of 
his most happy efforts on that evening. It was 
an able production, worthy of the head and heart 
of hirn who gave it.
The singing during the evening, added not a 
little to the ’merest of the occasion ; and reflected 
much credit on the leader of the Choir, Mr. A. H. 
Cla ck , and those associated with him.
character.
Mr. Hudson of Massachusetts, gave a 
brief biography of the deceased, in all his 
public stations, and submitted resolutions ad­
journing the House till Saturday, and to at­
tend the funeral in a body.
talented and highly esteemed officer, have 
found him guilty of the charges preferred 
against him, v iz: “Mutiny, Disobedience of 
orders,and conduct unbecoming an officer and 
subtnersive of military discipline, and that 
the President has decided there is no evidence
Mr. Holmes of South Carolina, followed 0f mutiny, and his only punishment for the
in an eloquent tribute to the exalted character 
of the deceased, as did Messrs. Vinton and 
McDonald. The resolutions were adopted. 
Adjourned.
“ Here comes another “down-easter.” The Cold 
Water Fountain, from Gardiner, Me., a true Tem­
perance sheet, of beautiful appearance. We hope 
this temperance bar is well patronized, and that the Speaker's room, on a cot bed, his head to-
M r. A d a m s . The Washington letter wri­
ter of the New York Evening Post, has the 
following, in his letter of Tuesday.
I have been for the past hour in the room 
where John Q. Adams lies. He is placed in
thousands “sup” at the pure “Fountain” of life.— wards the West, and directly under a map 
The publisher deserves many Jewells for his purse, ! the harbor of New Bedford." Under the ft 
io say nothing ot Ins little Jewells.—[Doner (A. / /  )
Telegraph.
We thank you, Bro. Fuller. May you soon be 
able to Telegraph the arrival of such a host of 
subscribers to your excellent paper, as will fill 
your purse and your larder Fuller with the “need-
of
foot
of his bed lie his shoes ; at the right of his 
bed sits Dr. T. B. J. Frye, and on the sofa to i cess, 
the left sit the Messrs. Adams, his nephews. 
Opposite to the foot of the bed were the Rev.
Dr. Palfrey and Rev. Mr. Gurley.
Mr. Adatns reposes quietly, his left cheek
other charges will be censure, in which we 
suppose more praise was awarded to him for 
former conduct, than blame, and an order to 
report himself for duty. Immediately on re­
ceiving the order Col. Fremont sent in his 
resignation. The Herald’s correspondent is 
of  the opinion of most persons who have 
looked into this matter, that hostility exists 
among the older officers in the army against 
Col. Fremont, on account of his holding so 
high a commission at an early age. The 
course of Fremont has thus far been an hon­
orable one, and no man can read his reports 
without feeling an interests in his future suc- 
He has won, by the performance of ar­
duous duties, the promotion he has received,
BRIGHTON MARKET— Feb. 24, 1S48.
At Market; 360 Beef Cattle, 25 Stores, 8 pairs Work 
Oxen, 12 Cows and Calves, 1460 Sheep, 250 Swine, 
B eef Cattle and all the Swine were reported last week.
P r ic e s—B eef Cattle—Extra quality 6 50 a 6 75; first 
quality 3{ 6 a 6 25.
Working Oxen—Sales at $70 $85 and 105.
Cows and Calves— Sales at $22 , $25 and 32.
Sheejr— Small lots at 2 75 3 50, 4 75 and 5 50. 33 
Bakewell Sheep from New York, 12 50 each.
Swine—Lots to peddle 4c for Sows, and 5c for Barrows 
At retail from 5 to 6 1-2.
F o r  sa le , a  T w o  S to ry  H ouse,
ON Spring street, between W m . C l a y ’s 
and J. F o y ’s , about 35 rods from the Hallo- 
well road, built for two families— separate 
je ejJgSg from the cellar to the garret— with Sheds, 
Barn,’ Cistern, W ell, Garden, and five-eighths 
of an acre of land. Apply to
W OODARD TH O M PSO N , Spring S t. 
Gardiner, Feb. 24 ,1848. 31
BOSTON M ARK ET—Feb. 25, 1848.
Flour— There is no great demand beyond tlie wants of 
dealers; holders generally arc asking i  16 a 1-8 advance, 
on the closing rates of yesterday, at which some sales have 
been made. Genesee 6 37, and Michigan 6 31 per bbl ; 
Ohio and St Louis 6 18 a 6 2 5 do.
Grain—The principal sales have been for yellow flat 
Corn 55 a 57o, as to quality; white do 54c per bushel 
North River Oats 50c, and Rye 85c per bu.
NEW  YORK M ARKET— Feb. 26, 184S.
Sales of 1000 bbls Genesee 6 18 a 6 25, and western 6-
S I d r j s c  floa* S a l e .
FOR SA LE, a new story and a half 
|house pleasantly situated on Beach street, 
i Said house will be sold at a bargain, if 
applied for soon. For further particulars enquire of 
Feb. 26 ,1848. (3w31) B . D O W .
T w o  Favsaas for
of them situated in tlie town of Hallowell, about 
H Jv one and a half miles from Pittston Ferry, containing 
about forty-five acres of excellent land, well divided into 
mowing, tillage and jiasturage, andcuts 35 tons of bay an­
nually— long known as the “ Ferrin Farm.”  There is on 
the above farm a good story and a half house, new, and 
two barns.
Also one other farm, situated in Pittston, about 2 miles 
from the Ferry, containing about 80 acres of good land,
Femals Restorative.
This Medicine is an excellent tonic and stimulant, and 
is particularly designed for tlie complaints of females, such 
as fluor albus, weakness of the uterine organs, and irregu­
larity of the nidiistr<!ai discharges. It is also beneficial in 
Iqss of ajipetite, dyspepsia, Worms, diarrhoea, spitting of 
bloou, coughs, asthma, difficulty of breathing, a low or ex­
hausted state o f l!)e system, and the various diseases in 
which the Spiced Bitters are employed. It is very bene­
ficial both before and after child-birth, especially i‘f  thera 
is debility in the organs concerned, in the process of labor.
Prepared and sold by Dr B. M ORTON, Gardiner. [32
Mothers’ Relief, or Female Friend.
This is one of the best medicines for females who are 
troubled with diseases peculiar to their sex, such as Fluor 
Albus, Bearing Down, Pains across the Back, Hips, and 
the lower part of the Bon els, Profuse Menstruation, Sus­
pension, Costiveness, Nervousness, Painful Menstruation, 
and also previous to and after Confinement. It operate* 
according totbeLaws of Nature; therefore it is perfectly 
safe in all cases of debility, coughs, colds, §-c, 32
Prepared and sold by D r . B. M ORTON, Gardiner.
Spiced or Jaundice Bitters.
These Bitters arc one of the best medicines in use, for 
restoring the tone of the digestive organs, and creating an 
appetite. It is an excellent remedy in jaundice, dyspejisia, 
worms, flatulency, piles, headache, giddiness, pains in tho 
stomach and bowels, diarrhoea, gravelly complaints, stran­
gury. gonorrhoea, fluor albus, heail^burii, rickets, mercurial 
salivation, consumption—and the whole train of chronic 
diseases. 32
Prepared and sold by I)R. B. M ORTON, Gardiner.
12 a 6 25; Howard St brings 86  a 6 25. Corn— Sales of cuts 30 tons of bay, and could easily be made to cut double 
5000 bush, mixed at 55 a 57c, and prime yellow at 57. — j ’
Molasses and brown Sugar have yielded, which has pro-j 
duccd an active business. Coffee without change. In the j 
provision market there is less movement. In Pork, though j 
the market is steady, moderate sales have been made of new 
mess at $10 12 1-2 and prime at $ 8  25.
Testimony of the Doctors in Favor of JVisiar's 
Balsam o f JVild Cherry.
Exeter, M e., Sept. 30, 1845.
T his certifies that I have recommended the use o f I)r. 
W istar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry for diseases of the Lungs, 
for two years jiast, and many bottles to rav knowledge have 
been used by my jiatients, all with beneficial results. In 
two cases, where it was thought confirmed consumption had 
taken place, the Wild Cherrv effected a cure.
E. BOY D E N , Phy sician at Exeter Corner.
Dr. Bradford Knapp, of Crown Point, N . Y . , in 
ter dated Av
that amount.
On the above farm is a one story house, barn, aud other 
outbuildings.
On both of the above farms, there is a thrifty growth of 
young wood, which cannot fail to be very valuable at no 
distant day.
A jiart of the purchase money will be required down,and 
on the remainder a liberal credit will be given, it desired.
For further particulars apply to A . CLARK, Hallowell, 
or the subscriber, in Pittston Village.
DAVID R. CLARK.
Pittston, Feb. 25 1818. S ltf
‘ i i i i i i , in  x».a;nst 3d, 1845, says : ‘In the course of my
and his conduct should lead those officers J practice m this vicinity I have tested ill some good degree
ful” and the “good things” of earth, than a “down on the pillow. Occasionally his breathing be-
who have exhibitel such hitter hostility to­
wards him, to emulation rather than envy,
east” publisher has a right even to wish for.
Qty-Thc Penobscot Washington Total Abstinence Coun­
ty Convention met at Bangor, Feb. 22d. W e shall publish 
their doings next week.
(jCj-Scvcral interesting communications, which wc should 
have been pleased to publish this week, arc unavoidably 
deferred.
Delirium T remens.—Dr. Reese, in the 
case of Champlin, vs. Hamblin, now on in 
the Circuit Court, in New York city, said, in 
.speaking of the severity and frequency of 
•.this disease among us : ‘It was only yester­
day I was obliged to get out of a sick bed to 
attend to the removal of an individual labor­
ing under it, who was formerly' a member of 
the Common Council, a director of a bank in 
Wall street, and took a leading part in the af­
fairs ol life; but he became through the force 
of delirium tremens, in such a situation that 
his wife considered it unsafe for him to be at 
large.’ Reflect on this, wives and mothers, 
before you  accept invitations to visit the gor­
geous saloons where this dreadful scourge is 
contracted.
S elf-Knowledge. It is well to be occa­
sionally taken down a peg or two, and to learn 
what we actually are. A little self-knowl­
edge and modesty are sometimes of service 
and contribute somewhat to make us what 
God designed u s — When it happens then, that 
we are most thoroughly trimmed for sins of 
omission or commission, let us bear it phil­
osophically—in other words, ’grin and bear 
it,’"keep cool, and instead of getting into a 
passion, look at ourselves and see if the out­
ward manifestations give not authority for 
w hat is affirmed. A good trimming is whole­
some food, however unpalatable, and should 
be digested, be it ever so bitter— it will in 
time taste sweet, and contribute to our health 
growth and improvement.— Norway Adv.
r (Hie Adams died about seven clock on 
Wednesday evening.
comes labored, or as the physicians term it, 
stertorous. He was struck with paralysis 
yesterday, about half past one, P. M. He 
partially recovered soon afterwards and utter­
ed the sentence.—‘This is the last of earth ; 
I am composed.’ Immediately afterwards he 
relapsed into insensibility, in which condition 
he has been ever since. He breathes, except 
at intervals, very calmly, and manifests no 
signs of pain.
Dr. Thomas, who has been for years his
Charge o f Cruelty to a Seaman.—Ford ice 
D. Haskell and William P. Brightman, mas­
ter and first mate of the whaling ship Mercu­
ry, of New Bedford, were brought before B. 
F. Hallett, U. S. commissioner, upon a com­
plaint of George Tomlinson, of Bangor, in 
this State, a seaman on board the Mercury, 
under the 3d section of the act of 1835, for 
beating and wounding him, when on the 
North West Coast, in June 1846. The cap­
tain was bound over in the sum of oue thou-
appear at this District Court the third Tues­
day of March next. Both parties gave bail. 
Five witnesses were committed for want of 
reconizance of 8100.
family physician, says that the tenacity of' , , ,, , , . r , , , „
it  ■ tIt } a j • “ J sand do lars. and the mate in five hundred, tolife m Mr. Adams is rcmarkaole.
Dr. Thomas has not left his illustrious pa­
tient since his attack, and cannot be prevailed 
upon to do so. Mr. Clay visited him yester-i 
day, but no sign of recognition was exhibited, j 
Mrs. Adams remained also at the bed-side oL 
her husband for hours, but Mr. Adams could 
not be roused even by her endearments or her 
grief.
Mrs. Adams, by the entreaties of her 
friends, was induced to return home this 
morning. She can render no aid, and it was 
feared that the distress she suffered might en­
danger her own life. Should any favorable 
change occur she will instantly be sent for in 
a carriage kept standing at the gate of the 
Capitol.
The Washington Ball for the benefit of the 
Monument, appointed for to-night has been 
postponed until further notice, and the treaty 
and all other topics of rumor and speculation 
are no longer on the general tongue. In look­
ing at the calm repose of the venerable patri­
ot, the honors of this world do not seem so 
trifling and insignificant as the preachers so 
earnestly inculcate.
The venerable man before us has borne the 
highest of them, and by his fidelity and in­
tegrity has illustrated how much a man may 
benefit his race by an honest discharge of 
their duties and responsibilities
B id s  fo r  t h e  T r e a s u r y  N o t e s . The N. 
Y. Herald states that the Secretary of the 
Treasury, has within the last week, received 
bids, at par, for nearly the whole of the old 
treasury notes re-issuable, amounting to six 
or seven millions of dollars. The great 
bankers at Washington offered to take two 
millions at par, and they were followed by 
other great bankers in New York. The bids 
in the aggregate amount to about six millions. 
They have all been rejected.
The Secretary, Mr. Walker, will, in all 
probability, invite offers by public advertise­
ment for the whole amount of treasury notes 
re-issuable.
the good qualities of Wistar’s Balsam o f W ild Cherry in 
Pulmonary Complaints, and I now wish to procure a supply 
of the medicine.’ Dr. A. H . Macnair, of Tarboro, North 
Carolina, writes us under date of Feb. 14, 1847, that he 
has used Dr. Wistar’s Balsam of Wind Charry in his 
practice the last eighteen months, and considers it tlie best 
preparation of the kind he ever saw, and knows of none 
so deserving the public patronage. Dr. Win. A . Shaw, of 
Washington, N . C ., writes, under date of May 1, 1846, as 
follows: ‘l have heard of many cases of decided benefi­
cial effects from its use, especially in Asthma and chronic 
cough of spasmodic character. I have used the Wild Cher­
ry a  great deal in practice, and with marked good results 
in those cases of great nervous mobility, and irritability, to 
which jihtliisical patients are subject, The combination of 
these principles in W istar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry is in- 
genious and judicious. Medical men arc justly distrustful of 
Patent .Medicines in general, but candor must discriminate 
between outrageous humbugs and nostrums and those med­
icines which have proved salutary, and in many well attes­
ted cases curative.’ Dr. Hoffman, Huntingdon, P a., cured 
a child of Asthma with it, after he declared he could do no 
more with his medicine, and the child must die. Dr. Frc- 
leigh, of Saugcrties, N . Y ., says he cured Liver Complaint 
of four years standing, that would not yield to the usual 
remedies. Abraham Skillman, M. D ., of Bonndhrook, N. 
J ., says it is die best medicine for Consumption, in every 
stage, that lie has ever known. W e might refer you to 
hundreds of cases, had we room, that would convince all of 
its great virtue. Editors, lawyers, clergymen, and almost 
every class have at last found out that W istar’s Balsam of 
W ild Cherry is what ‘it is recommended to be,’ the very 
best medicine to be found. It cures or relieves all affec­
tions of the Lungs when nothing else will. 31
None genuine, unless signed I. B u t t s  on the wrapper.
For sale in Gardiner by C. P. B r a n c h , G. INI. A t ­
w o o d , and A. T . P e r k i n s . Sold also by dealers gener­
ally.
L ifc liftH d  L ib era l IsEsfliliste.
rSN IP E  Spring Term of this Institution will commence 
JL on the F IR ST  MONDAY of March next.
The liberal patronage which this Institution has received, 
indicating the jniblic approval of its character and objects, 
let-i precludes the necessity of urging its claims on the public.
No efforts will be spared to make the course of instruc­
tion thorough.
Lectures on the Sciences and subjects of general interest 
will be given by the Principal and others.
The School will be directed by Mr. C. H. W he e l e r  
a graduate of Bowdoin College, assisted in the Female 
Department and Ornamental Branches by Miss C. R. 
W h f . e l e r . The School offers great inducements to  
those wishing to study French, os tour French gentlemen 
are connected with it, who will give attention to those 
wishing to speak or write that Language.
Should a sufficient number desire it to form a Class, in­
struction will be given in Music by a competent teacher. 
T u i t i o n , Per Term— Drawing, Painting and
Needle W ork, each - - - $4  50
Common Branches, - - -
High, English, and Languages,
Instruction on the Piano, ,  - -
Use o f Instrument,
Od“Students will have access, free o f charge 
selected Library.
(!C/*Board, (including fuel and washing,) can
Composition,
This is a good Family Medicine,—safe in most diseases, 
especially in col ls, febrile attacks, hoarseness, sore throat, 
influenza, pains in the stomach, bowels, and other parts of 
the body, cold hands and feet, diarrhoea, dysentery, colic, 
cramp, giddiness; and is a great purifier of the blood.
Prepared and sold by Dr B. M ORTON, Gardiner. [32
T P 0(JO- r<emedy for the Toothache. Prepared and sold by 
DR. B. MORTON, Gardiner, Me. 32
T)R. K IN G  L E Y S  P IL L S .
These Pills are a -sure remedy for Jaundice, sick and 
nervous Headache, Dyspepsia, Costiveness, sickness of 
stomach, Heartburn, all Bilious Complaints, Fevers o f all 
kinds, and if taken at the commencement, will invariably 
check their progress, and save the patient from a jarotracted 
and dangerous sickness. They are invaluable rn nervous 
and hypochondriacal affection, loss of appetite, Cholic, 
Cholera Morbus, Gout, Rheumatism, Scrofula, White 
Swelling, Ulcers, Erysipelas, Salt Rheum,- Cough, Colds, 
Influenza, Dropsy and all complaints to which females alone 
are subject. They operate as a mild and speedy purge, and 
are a safe and certain remedy for Worms in children.
Females will find that 2 or 3 of these Pills; taken at bod 
time, and continued for a short time, will remove any irregu­
larity or obstruction, and restore nature to her usual course.
Since I have introduced my Universal Family Tills to 
tlie public, I have numerous certificates of their superior 
efficacy in curing diseases; also several letters from res­
pectable physicians, who have used them in their practico 
with the best success, many o f which are published upon 
the wrapper, with the directions for use, (fie. accompanying 
each box of the Pills.
For sale in Gardiner, by A. T . P e r k i n s ; H . S m i t h ; 
G. M. A t w o o d ; C. P. B r a n c h . 27
3 00
- 3 50 
.5 00
- 1 00
to a well
be obtain­
ed for $1 ,25  per week. Rooms rented to such as wish to 
hoard themselves.
§Cj“Books will be furnished at from 7 to 12 per-cent, 
discount from Portland prices.
D. BIL L IN G S, }
C. Q U IN N  AM, > Ex. Committee.
W M . R O B IN S O N ,)
Litchfield Corner, Feb. 8, 1848. 3w30
T
M e n ' vow
H E subscriber, having r
There are -5S00 taverns in the State of 
New York, 253,000 farmers, 22,000 mer­
chants 13,000 manufacturers, 125,000 mechan­
ics, 3500 lawyers, 4900 doctors, and 4300 
preachers of ihe Gospel.
Robbery o f the “Stable at Bethlehem."—  
The large silver star, sunk in the place sup­
posed to have been the site of the manger 
where Christ was born, has been stolen.—  
John Q. Adams has always loyed his conn- The Latins and Greeks accuse each other of
rv while he served it. In private life his rep-, the robbery,
French Depilatory.
For removing Superfluous Hair from the Face, 
Week, or any part of the human body.
This Depilatory is prepared according to the receipt 
prepared bylBaron I .array, Surgeon to Napoleon Bonaparte, 
who obtained it in Egypt while attending the French army 
during their memorable campaign in that country. It is the 
preparation generally used by the Egyptians and French, 
and is perfectly safe and effectual.
Prepared by" D E W IT T  C. R O SS, 19 Tremout Row 
Boston. - 27
Sold in Gardiner, by G. M. A t w o s d  ; A , T . P e r k i n s  ; 
C. P . B r a n c h ; H. S m i t h ;
[From the Boston Post.]
NAPLES H AIR D Y E .— This chemical preparation 
will color the hair any color, from a light brown to jet 
black and not injure the hair or stain the skin.
have It !
large lot of Furniture on 
hand, and wishing to dispose of it before the river 
opens, now offers to the public all kinds of
F U R N IT U R E —such as Sofas, B ureaus, B ed ­
steads, T a b les, Chairs, L ooking  
G lasses, & c.,
1 0  P E R  C E N T .  C H E A P E R
Than can be bought at any other Ware Room on the 
river. . F . F IF IE I.D .
Pittston, February, 1848. 30
W a n te d .
T 44 O good Journeymen shoemakers to work on pegged work, to whom good wages will be jiaid. None need 
apply but those of temperate habits. JOHN W E BB . 
Gardiner, Feb. 1, 1848.
T H E  M A G IC A L  P A IN  E X T R A C T O R
Is a salve that lias done more for the relief of the human 
race than any prescrijition of any one, or even all tho 
medical men in existence. It combines and exhibits fivo 
extra intrinsic, attributes, viz: Entire control over injuries 
by fire, repels all kind* of inflammation, extracts mortifica­
tion, relieves all pains o f even the worst burns, sores, &c, 
almost instantly, and heals, leaving no scar. No pay is 
taken for it unless the user is delighted n ith its effects in 
all the following'namcd complaints: Burns, Scalds, Erysip­
elas, Ulcers, Old Sores, Salt Rheum, Chilblains, Erup­
tions, Rheumatism, Piles, all Itching*, Sic. Let every fam- 
sly procure this great healing ointmenL, It has saved life, 
and will prove a blessing to all whd uSe it. Sold by Ross 
& Poor, 19 Tremout Row, Boston.
Sold in Gardiner, by H. S m i t h ; C: P. B r a n c h ; A. 
T . P e r k i n s ; G. M. A t w o o d .
M O N T A G U E 'S  L U N G  S Y R U P .
W e have had so many certificate? presented to us for 
insertion in to-day’s paper, we ave obliged to throw them 
all out as we have not space for all, and fear we may of­
fend some one by inserting rr part, stiff our friends may be 
assured their certificates for the good medicine, {Montague’s 
Indian Lung  Syrup,') shall soon apear. W e have now 
only room to say that this medicine is the best article ever 
used for coughs, colds,- consumption, asthma, &c., and is 
to be had at Ross 4* Poor’s 19 Tremout Row— Roston, 
Post.
For sale in Gardiner, by II S m i t h , C P B r a n c h , (S 
M A t w o o d , A  T P e r k i n s . o f
29
t h a t  I  h a v e
T a k e  G o o d  C a r e  o f  A o u r  H a ir .—-Y oung pcoplo 
eannot be too careful of their Hair, or take too much pains 
to preserve it., It is much easier to preserve than to re­
store after its loss. Now we recommend to all our friends, 
to never be without the genuine OMridge’s Balm o f  Colum­
bia, as we do. know if used frequently, they can never l>c- 
come bald; It can he had of Ross"& Poor, 19 Tremout 
Row, Boston, true and genuine,
For sale jit Gardiner, bv H. S m ith  I A . T . P e r k i n s ; 
G. M. A tw o o d ; C. P. B r a n c h , : 27__
F i l e s  Any person who dont believe that H ay’s Lini­
ment will cure the Piles, let them ask Ebenezer Thompson, 
Esq; No; 6 Norfolk Place, who has been cured of a very 
severe case'. He bought tho genuine at 19 Tremout Row
N OTICE is hereby given to all persons, '(givcn to my son, A N N IS  II. L IT T LE F IE L D , 
of Gardiner, his time until lie shall be twenty-one years of
age; and relinquish all claims to his earnings, and shall of Ross and Pbor, Boston.
not pay any debts of his contracting. j Sold in Gardiner,by C'. P . B r ASCH; A .T . P e r k in s ;
II; S m i t h ; G, M. A t w o o d )
Weekly Receipts for the Fountain.
A. Scabury, $1 50; Geo. Dunham, 1 50; Rev. Wr. Day, 
1 29; 1). Foss, 1 25; S . S . Ayer, Sewall Frost, L , \V- 
Bacon, J, B, Leslie, 1,00 each,"
Pa} " JAM ES LITTLEFIELD-.
Attest, I I f.n r y  L e e m a n ,
Gardiner, Feb. 13, 1348, 8w31*
K N O W  all men by these presents, that I, JOHN to water. Sold in Boston only by Ross and Poor, at 19 COOKSQN, do sell to my son, J o h n  C O o k s o n , j Tremout Row 
Jr., his time for twenty-five dollars paid by him, he being 
twenty years of age; and lie is at liberty to trade for him­
self as If he was twenty-one years of age; and I shall pay 
no debts of his contracting after this date.
JOHN COOKSON.
Windsor, Feb. 14, 1848. 3\v3l*
| W e t  F e e t .  Now is ihe time to apply the O il ok 
— i T annin to your Boots or Shoes, to make them impervious
For sale in Gardiner, by C. P . B r a n c h ; G. M. A t ­
w o o d ; A. T . P e r k i n s ; H. S m it h .
D R U G S &. M ED IC IN E S, a fresh stock inst received'* selected expressly for theretail Trade, bv
A. T. PERKINS*
POET’S COMER.
b e  KIND.
Be kind to thv father, for when thou wert young, 
Who loved thee so fondly as he;
H e caught the first accents that fell from thy tongue, 
And joined in thy innocent glee.
Be kind to thy father, for now he is old,
H is locks intermingled with gray;
H is footsteps are feeble, once fearless and bold; 
Thy father is passing away.
Be kind to thy mother, for lo! on her brow 
May traces of sorrow be seen;
O! well inay’st thou cherish and comfort her now, 
For loving and kind hath she been.
Remember thy mother—for thee will she pray 
As long as God giveth her breath;
\VTith accents o f kindness, then, cheer her lone way. 
Even to the dark valley of death.
Be kind to thy brother—his heart will have dearth, 
If the smile of thy joy be withdrawn;
Tho flowrets o f  feeling will fade at their birth,
I f tlie dew of affection be gone.
Be kind to your brother— whoever you arc;
The love of a brother shall be
An ornament purer and richer by far 
Than pearls from the depth of tlie sea.
Be kind to thy sister— not many may know 
The depth of true sisterly love;
Tlie wealth of tlie ocean lies fathoms below 
The surface that sparkles above.
Thy kindness shall bring to tlice many sweet hours, 
And blessings thy pathway to crown;
Affection shall weave thee a garland of flowers,
More precious than wealth or renown.
LINE S TO MY FRIEND * * * * *
BY G.  W .  C H A S E .
When journeying lone through deserts drear, 
With naught his feet to guide,
The traveller sees the star appear,
How throbs his heart with pride;
His toils and labors brighter seem,
His journey’s end seems near
As high in heaven with light doth gleam,
That star to him so dear.
Thus has it been with me my friend,
Since we together met,
White fears hastening to their end 
Mv hopes burn brighter yet.
W hile struggling faint and wearisome,
With earthly cares beset,
I think of thee, mv brightest sun,
And all my cares forget.
T is  pleasant sure, to ait beneath,
The clear blue moulded sky,
And quaff the zephyrs balmy breath,
When none but friends are nigh.
But I am happier yet by far,
When sitting by thy side
And quaffing bliss, while hour by hour,
Flows swift like lava tide.
Though many cares my thoughts engross,
Yet I ’ll remember thee;
And m return I ask but this,
W ill thou remember me ?
S E L E C T E D .
Law Quibbles.
It has become a proverb that corporations 
have no souls, Their only question is, in all 
cases, “Is it so nominated in the bond ?” 
and no loop-hole is too small for them to at­
tempt to creep out of. We have recently 
been told an amusing illustration of this. A 
firm of hardware dealers in New York had 
their stock destroyed, which was insured to 
the amount of 870,000. The policy was ap­
parently all right in every particular, and the 
losers therefore walked very confidently into 
the office of the company to demand the a- 
mount. They were received very courteous­
ly, but of course it was incumbent on the 
Secretary to inquire whether or not the con­
ditions had all been complied with, on the 
part of the holders of the policy, and his in­
quiries as in duty bound, were very particu­
lar.
‘Was there nothing in the stock of an ex­
tra-hazardous character ?’
‘No, nothing,’
The faithful official carefully followed 
down the list.
“Ah ! unfortunately for you, here are 
musical instruments, which are named in the 
policy as extra-hazardous; and which, as you 
will see were not specified in your statement 
at the time of obtaining insurance.”
“You must certainly be mistaken,” they 
exclaimed; these are articles in which we 
have never dealt.”
“No, I cannot be mistaken. German Jews- 
harps are set down here as plainly as can be, 
and they are musical instruments !”
The holders of the policy were astonished, 
as well they might be ; but the secretary was 
positive and firm. On this ground the com­
pany would refuse to pay the amount for 
which they were insured ; and we are inform­
ed that the case is to be litigated. Great is 
the Law.
He can arise in the morn with a true con­
sciousness of what he is ; he goes forth to his 
daily pursuits with a firm step, an alacrity of 
movement, which shows his heart is enlisted 
in it; and he returns at night to eat his even­
ing meal with thankfulness, for he feels he is 
making progress. But let it be otherwise. 
Let him realize that he is cramped in his ef­
forts, that he must remain always in one sta­
tion, and his spirit is crushed ; he becomes a 
thing merely ; living it is true, but without a 
purpose ; the present, is all he cares for—the 
future, without one ray of hope, one star of 
promise. How different these situations ! In 
one, the man is seen ; in the other, a ma­
chine. See to it then, fellow man, that thou 
dost not overlook thy true position, and in all 
thy plans, regard the welfare of thy brother.
Modern Science. How astonishing are 
the results of modern mechanical science. 
The commerce across the deserts of Arabia, 
once so great and extensive, has been des­
troyed by the Mariner’s Compass, and Tyre 
and Sidon have fallen from their ancient com­
mercial greatness. The steam engine has 
struck down the trade of the caravan and the 
steamboat rides bravely on the waters of the 
Nile, proclaiming to the inhabitants of the 
Delta the powers and genius of a people be­
longing to acountry which was unknown to 
Nero. Our leviathans of the new world, pro­
claim to the inhabitants of the old, the power 
and civilization of the fabled Atalantus, and 
Asia, the cradle of the human race, is now 
receiving lessons of freedom and knowledge 
from the land of the setting sun. American 
citizens are highly honored in the city of 
Constantinople, and are selected by the sultan 
as teachers of science. There is a bright 
path laid out for our country, that of carry­
ing freedom, science and knowledge, to the 
ends of the earth. May we not neglect to 
tread in this path of true glory.— Scientific 
American.
W a n ted  fiaaamcdaateSy.T  WO or three-good Shoemakers to work on pegged
work, to whom constant employment will he given, 
and the highest wages paid. J. & B. ST A N FO R D . 
Gardiner, Feb. 1, 1848. 29
fr'rcsh F ru it
•rapes, Figs, Citrons, ( 
ons, just received, and for sale by
J J A I S I N S ,  G Oranges, and emL
A. T . TFUIKINS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the subscriber has been 
duly appointed Administrator, de bonis non, on the 
estate of JAM ES M cCA U SLA N D , late of Gardiner, in 
the county of Kennebec, deceased, intestate, and has un­
dertaken that trust by giving bond as the law directs :— All 
persons, therefore, having demands against the Estate ol 
said deceased are desired to exhibit the same for settle­
ment; and all indebted to said Estate arc requested to 
make immediate payment to JERRY IIODGDON.
Jan’v 8, 1S48. 3w30
SELLING OFF at a GREAT DISCOUNT!
Owing to the 'mild weather and bad travelling,
W I L L  S E L L  H I S
ENTIRE STOCK O F  DRY GOODS,
A t a Great D iscount, for Three M onths!
His stock is the largest in the State, containing more Dry 
Goods than any TH REE ST O R E S in town, and every 
article will be sold at a Great Discount.
M E R C H A N T S
W ill find it a great chanceto replenish, as you will get a 
S M A L L  Q U A N T I T Y  A S  L O W  A S  Y O U  
C A N  G E T  A  W H O L E  S T O C K !
The stock consists in part of the following articles:
C L O A K  G O O D S .—Thibets of all colors and prices, of 
which we have a large lot, that will lie sold at a great dis­
count. Also, a verv large assortment of Alpaccas ot all 
colors, T.yonese Cloths, Cashmeres, and Plaid Goods— all 
which will be sold at a great discount, and no Mistake.
D R E S S  G O O D S .—Muslin DeLaines and Cashmeres; 
we have a large assortment, which will 1)* sold less than 
ever offered before. Also, a large stock of Prints, which 
shall be closed at some price or other.
W O O L L E N S .— Broadcloths of all colors and prices, 
Beaver Cloth, Cassi meres, Satinetts, red, white, yellow and 
green Flannel— at the same great discount front former 
prices.
S H A W L S .—W e hare the largest stock of niee and 
cheap Shawls that can be found, consisting of all the styles 
now worn.
C A R P E T I N G S .— In the Carpet Room, you will find 
the largest lot of Carpeta on the river, at a less price than 
they ever come before.
Besides you will find nearly every article that is kept in a 
Dry Goods Store. Bed Ticking, striped Shirting, Cotton 
Flannel, colored Cambrics, white Cambrics, Muslins of all 
kinds, Drillings, Bleached and Brown Denims, Ginghams, 
Apron checks, Silesias, Burlaps, Fagging, Alpacca Aprons, 
Painted Window Shades, Parisienes, \V bite Linen, Laces, 
Edgings, brown Table Covers, white and colored do., white 
and colored Damask, worsted Damask, Marine Feathers, 
Canvass and Padding, Kid Gloves, cashmere and silk do., 
Worsted Hose, cotton and lamb’s wool do.,spool and skein 
Cotton, sewing Silk, Needles and Pins,T ape, Lin. Thread, 
Whale Fans, Green Barage, Black Lace Veils, Picnic do., 
Dress Silks, Vestings of all kinds, Silk and Cotton Pocket 
Hdkfs., Black Silk do., Gingham Neck-stocks, Cloak 
Fringes, Dress Fringes and Gimps, Window Tassels and 
Cord, Mufflers, Suspenders, Wadding and Batting, Corded 
Robes, &c.
W e have on hand twenty bales of Bleached and Brown 
Sheetings, which will be sold less than Boston prices. W e  
have, as we always have had, a better Sheeting for 6 1-4 
cents than can be found elsewhere, although the traders will 
tell you the contrary.
N . B . I am not going off, as part of the traders adver­
tise. They have to resort lo some such method to sell any 
Goods; but I mean to continue and sell you Goods at a 
uniform and low price; not sell you one article less than 
cost, and make it up on another. W e have every article 
at a small cost throughout. W e have come out with this 
advertisement to let you know what we intend to do. I 
have a large stock, and think it best to make a discount, 
and in some cases a loss, in order to run it down so that I 
shall be in good shape for Spring business. W e always buy 
in large lots, and get Goods at lees prices than our neigh­
bors, although every trader advertises his stock the largest 
and cheapest. No man can carry on two kind* of business 
and get his Goods as cheap as the man who pays all atten­
tion to one branch, and keeps the run of Goods.
My Store is in Odd Fellow’s Row, directly opposite the 
Gardiner Bank. S . T . G U SH EE.
Gardiner, Jan. 19, 184S. 26tf
BOOK AND JOB P R IN T IN G
— NEATLY EXECUTED AT THE----
(2Mb ItJatcr .founta in  ©ffict.
Circulars, 
Catalogues, 
T own Orders 
Invitations, 
Labels,
? Hand B ills, 
B lanks, 
N otices, 
Cards,
FI at T ips, &c
Particular attenion paid to tlie printing of Constitutions, 
Blanks* &c., for “ Divisions”  and “ Unions.”
C H A R L E S  B. C L A P ,
— D E A L E R  I N —
W . I. G oods & G r o cer ies ,  
WAILS, GLASS, PAINTS, OILS, fee.
B o w m a n ’s B lock— W a t e r  S t r e e t , 
G A R D IN E R , M E.
I. C. P R A Y ,
T each er o f  P e n m a n s h ip ,
O V E R  T H E  PO ST  O F F IC E .
(SO-Cards furnished and marked, and all kinds of Orna­
mental Writing done to order. 23
N e a r l y  o p p o s i t e  t h e  G a r d i n e r  H o t e l  
on the F ir st  F lo o r , can be found a good assortment o
<1
-AND-
1
C R O C  K  F  R  I* I V  JI R  F ,
CHEAP FOR THE CASH
Q e  F  Q U  Z E K  *
h e a l t h  i n s u r a n c e .
T H E subscriber gives notice, that be has received t l^appointment o f Agent o f the M assachusetts Health n-
surance Company, and now offers to the public his sei v ices  
in that capacity.
This company proposes to insure the health of peisons  
between the ages o f 20 and 65 inclusive, at the low est rates 
consistent with its pennanenev, and for a term o f from one 
o five years, as nmv be desired by the assured. It is lo­
cated m the city of'Boston, with a capital of 50,000 dollars, 
and a Board o f officers, whose character at once secures to 
it the confidence o f the public. .
Application for insurance can be made at all times to the 
subscriber at bis Ollice in Gardiner j where lie will be happj 
also to give any information concerning the intstiution, its 
principles, &<;., he inav be possessed of, to those u ho may 
desire it. ' G E O R G E  W . B A C IiE L D E R .
Gardiner, August 18, 1847. dtf
Officers o f  the M ass• H ealth h is .  Co.:
T h o m a s  T a r b e l l , P res’t, A . L. S t i m s o n , Sec y. 
Directors:
Thomas Tarbell, W m . A . Brow n, Horace W illiam s,
Holmes Hinkley, C . W . Loring, T hos. \V • Hooper,
J. H . W ilkins, E . R . C larke, D ext r Brigham Jr.
Uriel Cooper, Seth Adam s, W m . A . 1 lerpont,
Otis Tufts, E . P . W hipple, Moses Kim ball,
E . A . Hobart, James French, John H . Rogers,
Luther Munn, Calvin Shepherd. _ _____________
NEW FURNITURE EST ABL IS 11 SI Eli T
E M  &
SALE
f f e
BY
M -
ENOCH MARSHALL,
G A R D I N E R ,  ( M i . )
§CJ-A11 business forwarded by mail or otherwiie, prompt- 
y attended to. 40lf
‘ w '.~  i> ilT  k  e  Y ', ' "
D E P U T Y  S H E R I F F ,
G A R D IN E R , Kennebec Co., Me. 
N . B .—Business by mail promptly attended to.
I IE .\R Y  F . B A Y  & C o.,
---------I M P O R T E R S  O F  --------
H A R D W A R E  k C U T L E R Y ,
--------A ND D E A L E R S  I N  -----
Crockery, Glass b. China Ware, 
I R O N ,  S T E E L ,  N A I L S ,
D a y 's  N e w  B la c k , co rn er  o f  B r id g e . <f S u m m e r  S ts . ,
Near the Flour Mills,— G ARDINER, Mr..
H E N R Y  F .  DAT, 8 6  J A S .  P .  H I T C H C O C K .
M edicine*.
C. P .  B R A N C H , A pothecary,
WATER STREET,  GARDINER,
H AS just received a full supply of Drugs, Medi­cines, Chemicals, Patent Medicines, Perfumery, 
Brushes, Fancy Articles, &c. &c., which are offered very 
ow for cash. 14
Octolwr, 25, 1847.
J O S H  F A J  OW E S  &  C <>.,
R E S P E C T F U L L Y  announce to the citizens o f  Gardi ner and vicinity, that they have opened a W A R E  
ROOM in Tarbox’s Building, next door to C. W i l s o n ’s , 
where they offer for sale a new and select assortment o f 
JFcrrniture, C h airs, and  B o o k in g -G la sse s , 
W hich they will sell as low as can be purchased on the 
river. Their stock comprises almost every variety o f style 
and pattern, and those intending to purchase will find it to 
their advantage to give them a call before purchasing else­
where.
N . B , Furniture made and repaired, and all kinds o f  jos 
work in their line done to order, at the Manufactory o f J . 
J o n e s , opposite the W oollen Factory.
: Gardiner, Oct 1, 1847. lOtf
B O T  A N  l C M E D I  C l  N E S .'
C H A R L E S  B . C L A P ,
AVING taken the corner store in the B owman 
B lo ck , (opposite the old Grist Mill) offers for sale, 
at fa ir  prices, a good assortment of
'ST. Z .S 8S 3S  6  SS SSH S ISS ,
P a i n t s  &  G ils ,  N a i ls  <& G la s s ,
N consisting in part of tlie following:l  i t  i i t t ,  i  ,  t  S u g a r s —Havana Brown, Havana W hite, Porto Rico,
St. Croix, crushed, Powder’d and Loaf.
T e a s —Old Hyson, Y . Hyson, Ningyong, Pouchong, 
i and Souchong.
| C o ffe e — Old Gov’t Java, Roasted & Ground, Porto
j Cabello and St. Domingo.
j M o la s s e s —Mansartlla, P . Rico,Trinidad 4* Cardenas.
O ils —Bleached Winter Sperm, do. Winter Whale,
I Castor, Olive, Linseed and Camphcne.
| P o r k ,  Lard, Rice, Cheese, Mackerel, Pickles, Spices 
! Brown, Soda, Castile and Shaving Soap*, Tobacco, Ci 
| gars, Snuff, Salt, Fish, Chocolate, Choc. Shells, Prepared 
| Isinglass, Irish Moss, Sago, Tapioca, Ketchup*, Capers, 
j S . F . Mustard, Jar Pickles, Jellies and Jam*, Cask and
. | Box Raisins, Grapes, Figs, Candies, he.. ( ___ _ ^ _____________ j ___________ ____ i_______ _________
. . Pi'S tt1j  .  | P a i n t s — Pure and Extra Gr’d Lead, Dry Lead, Dry 1 scribed for in the Capital Stock of the ^Ke n n e b e c  and
T HE above, added to their immense stock, completes ■ an(j Gr’d Chrome Green, Chrome Yellow, Am. Vermilion, P ortl and  R a i lro ad  C o m p any , and that the same will their assortment— making it one of the largest and | Gr’d and Dry Paris Green, Gr’d and Dry Umber, Gr’d be due and payable as follows:—
best selected stocks ever offered on the Kennebec. W e go j Prussia Blue, Terre de Sena, Whiting, Lampblack, Japan j ’p|,e Fourth and Fifth  assess
to the city and take advantage of the market, and buy and se ll! g p ’ts Turp., Coach and Fur. Varnish, See.
N ails of all the different sizes.
G lass—The different sizes from 7x9 to 18x26.
B r u s h e s —Paint, W . W ., Floor, Pencil, Blacking and 
Horse.
W ooden W are, & c.—Painted Tubs, Pails, Butter
$1,000 WORTH OF DRY ROODS
Just received, per Express, at the
G A R D I N E R  C H E A P  S T O R E  
B v  J .  & .J. T .  STO IV E.
10 per cent less than those who have their Goods sent to 1 
them, not knowing anything about the market.
Our stock consists in part of the following, viz:
D ress Goods— Cashmeres, Muslin DeLaines, Thibet 
cloth, Lyonese— all shades, black, blue-black and Plaid 
Alpaccas, nice Black Silk; also, a large lot ot Cashmere 
aud Woolen Shawls, DeLaine ditto, Damask ditto, etc.
W c arc selling our Broadcloths, Cassimeres, Satinetts, 
and Tweeds, at less prices than can be bought in town.
C A R P E T IN G S —W e receive our Carpetings direct 
from the Agents, and therefore save one profit, which ena­
bles us to sell them as low as others can buy. ______
A large lot of Prints; red, white, green anrl yellow Flan-.1 fa;r p,;ce w;|| be pai 
nel, striped Shirtings, Bed Ticking, col’d Cambric, Crash, |
Diaper, Canvass, Padding, Carpet Bags, black silk Hdkfs,
Pocket ditto, o f all kinds, Gloves, Hosiery, Pins, Needles,
Tape, Ribbons, Linen Ildkfs, Vestings, Table Covers, a 
large lot of Bleached and Brown Sheetings, very cheap; in 
fact, all kinds of Goods usually kept in a Dry Goods Store.
All the above Goods will be sold at less prices than those 
who are obliged to sell at great discounts.
On our second floor we have a good stock of
SB V s t  R n d  i a  G o o d s ,
Consisting of Molasses, Tea, Coffee, Sugar, Pork, Flour,
Lard, Sperm and Whale Oil, Soap and Candles, Castile 
Soap, Cassia, Pimento, Pepper, Ginger, Raisins, Citron,
Currants, Nitre, Soda, Cream of Tartar. H A R D -W A R E  
— Nails, Glass, (7x9, 8x10, 9x13,) Knives and Forks,
Butts, Screws, Files, Wash-Boards, Brooms, Pails, etc.
White Lead and Oil, Chrome Green, Paris ditto, French 
Yellow, Chrome ditto, Venetian Red, Japan', Varnish, Red 
Lead, Umber, Latliarge, Red and White Chalk;—making 
one of the best selected stocks on the river—all which will
B  A  a  § j l )  Y
W OULD inform his old customers and the public in general, that he has now on hand and i* receiving 
one of the best selected stocks of
w ©  n ®  ( f - Q Q n ®
Ever offered in this town. He would invite all to «*H and 
' examine his stock before purchasing.
; Gardiner, Nov. 10, 1847. ICtf
Blaine Hamraoth Hutnal Fire Insurance
C o m p a n y .
APPLICATIONS for Insurance in the above Company received by C. DAN F O R T H . *
Gardiner, Jan. 22, 1847. 27tf
Kennebec & Portland Rail Road.
OTICE is hereby given that further assessments, ot 
J.NK fire dollars each, have been mad* upon each share sub-
i assessments, Jan. 1, 1848.
The Sixth and Seventh do. Fell. 1, 1848.
The Eighth do. March 1, 1843.
Tho Ninth and Tenth do. April 1, 1848.
Bv order of President and Director#.
JO SEPH  M’K E E N , Treas
H r .  I S .  .? !  O R  'F O . V
W O U L D  take this opportunity to inform the friends of Medical Reform, and tho public generally in Gardi­
ner and the surrounding country, that he has again perma­
nently located him self in said town, and opened a Store o
II  j t  u n i t  J fled ic tn eS y
with a verv large assortment, more so than any oilier estab­
lishment on Kennebec R iver, of both simples and com­
pounds, where he can supply both Physicians and country 
traders; also individuals who wish to purchase for their 
own use, all of which he will sell as low , or low er, than can 
tie bought at any other establishment on tiie river, or in the 
State.
N. B .— D r . M o rto n  intends to keep constantly on 
hand all kinds o f B O T A N I C  M E D I C I N E S  that are 
kept in any Druggist Store, except those o f a poisonous na­
ture, narcotics, & c., for he goes on the “ no poison"  princi­
ple. I f yon wish to buy p o is o n s  to K IL L , go to some 
other place ; but if  to cure your maladies, aches and pains,
COME TO THIS PLACE,
F irst D oor E a s t  o f  C la y ’s B r ic k  B lo c k ,
N e a r  the. G r i s t  M i l l . . . .  W a t e r  S t .
Gardiner, August 13, 1847. 3tf
T ested  b y  th e  experien ce  o f  T h o u sa n d s for 2 0  
Y ea rs p ast ! I
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.
H A S proved itself tlie best Remedial :
DM. TOWASEAD’S SARSAPARILLA.
T H E  M O S T  E X T R A O R D I N A R Y  M E D IC IN E  IN  
T H E  W O R L D .
T h is  Extract is put up in qt. bottles ; it is six times cheap.
er, pleasanter, and warranted superior to any sold, ft cmej 
diseases without vomiting, purging, sickening or debilitating 
the patient.
G r DAT F a l l  a n d  W in t e r  M e d ic  in e . Tlie great 
beauty and superiority o f this Sarsaparilla over all oilier 
medicines is, while it eradicates diseases, it invigorates the 
body. It is one o f the very best Fail and Winter medicine# 
ever known; it not only purifies the whole system ami 
strengthens tlie person, but it creates new, pure and rich 
blood; a power possessed by no other medicine. Aurl in 
this lies tlie great secret of its wonderful success. It has 
performed within the past two years, more than 35,000 cures 
o f  severe cases o f disease; at least 20,000 o f  these were 
considered incurable.
More than 3 ,000 cases o f Chronic Rheumatism;— 2,000 
cases o f  D ysp ep sia ; 4,000 cases of General Debility and 
W ant o f  Energy; 7 ,000 cases of tlie different Female Com-' 
plaints; 2 ,000  cases o f  Scrofula; 1,500 cases of the Live* 
Complaint; 2 ,500  cases o f  D isease of the Kidneys and 
Dropsy; 8 ,000 eases o f  Consumption;
And thousands of cases of diseases of tlie blood,viz: Ul­
cers, Erysipelas, Salt Rheum, Pimples on the face, &c. 
together with numerous cases of S ick  Headache, Pain in 
the Side and Chest, Spinal affections, &c. &c.
T h is, w c are aware, must appear incredible, but we have 
letters from Physicians and our Agents in different parts of 
the United S ta tes, informing us o f extraordinary cures. R. 
Van Buskirk, one o f  the most respectable Druggists in 
N ewark, N J , informs us that lie can refer to more than 150 
cases in that place alone. There are thousands ot cases in 
the City o f  N ew  Y ork , which we w ill refer to with pleasure 
and to men o f character. It is the best medicine for pre­
vention o f disease known. It undoubtedly saved the lives of 
more than 5,000 children the past season! as it removed the 
cause o f disease, and prepared them for the Summer season.- 
It has never been known to injure the m ost delicate child.
R h e u m a t is m . T his Sarsaparilla is used with the most 
perfect success in Rheumatic complaints, how ever severe or 
chronic. The cures it has performed are indeed wonderful. 
Other remedies sometimes give temporary relief; this entirely 
eradicates it from the system even when the limbs and bones 
are dreadfully swollen. H ear Mr. Seth Terry,one of the 
oldest and most respectable lawyers in Hartford, Conn.
D r  Townsend— I have used one bottle o f your Sarsaparil­
la, and find it excellent in its effects upon a Chronic rheu­
matic pain to which I am subject, from an injury occasioned 
several years ago, in a public stage. Please send 2 bot­
tles to the care o f  Dr Seymour. I have conversed with two 
ofour principal physicians,who recommend your sarsaparilla, 
Hartford, March 12, 1847. S e t ii  T e r r y .
C O N S U M P T I O N  C U R E D .  Cleanse aud Strengthen. Con­
sumption can be cured. Bronchitis, L iver Complaint, Colds, 
Catarrh, Coughs, A sthm a , Sp itting  o f  Blood, Soreness in the 
Chest, Hectic F lush , N ight Sw eats, D ifficult or profuse Ex* 
pcctoration, P a in  in the S ide, 4fc,havc been and can be cured. 
Dr Townsend— Dear S ir: N early 20 years ago, I took a 
violent cold, which settled on my lungs, and affected me 
severely; indeed, until it  became a constant hacking cough, 
but not so severe as to prevent me from attending to mv 
....................  few
H i sumptions, Asthma, Phthisic, Spitting o 
I f f i f N l t S i U r  Blood, Whooping cough, and allPuin on 
8 ary Affections, D iseases o f the Lung 
„ W'Y as lias, and can be shown from tlie tesfi
business. W ith in the last  years it increased on me 
Agent know n for Coughs, Colds, Con- | gradually. A t last I became reduced— I breathed witb diffi- 
mnn otti f | cuity, and raised w ith my cougli much bad matter, and for
- f the last nine months previous to using your Sarsaparilla,had 
regular night sw eats; indeed, my friends and m yself supposed 
i- j that I would die with Consumption ; but I have the happi- 
t 'N»j inony of the most respectable Physicians . ness to inform you that, to mv surprise, after using 3 bottles 
and others, who are entitled to the m o st; of your Sarsaparilla, I find my health restored. It relieved 
't*Mf unquestionable belief. After having tried ; me gradually, and I am now enjoying much hotter health than 
m any new  preparations, without fined 1 I have before in 26  years. 1 had almost entirely lost mr 
ing the expected relief, multitudes are compelled to return 1 appetite, which is also returned. Yrou are at liberty to pub- 
to the V e g e t a b l e  P u l m o n a r y  B a l s a m , which they ! li^h this with my name in the papers, if  you choose, 
acknowledge to be, after all, the best remedy known fortlie i My little girl, who is three years old', had a very bad 
above complaints. cough the whole o f last. W inter. W e became very much
Beware o f  Counterfeits and imitations such as Carter's Cor. -  alarmed on her account. W hile using the medicine! I nave
N. B .— Stockholders in Gardiner and vicinity are in 
Boxes and Firkins, Cov’d Buckets, Spice Boxes, Axe and j formed that their assessments may be paid at the G a r d i n . 
Hoe handles, Goad Sticks, Rolling Pins, Clothe Lines and ' r.n B a n k .
Pins,Bed-cords, &c. Brunswick, Nov. 25, 1817. 19taprl
pound P ulm onary Balsam, American P ulm onary Balsam, 
and others in part bearing ihe name ! Enquire for tlie ar- j 
tid e  by its whole name, the “ V e g e t a b l e  P ulmonary j 
B alsa m ,”  and see that it has the written signature o f W m  j 
Jon’n Cutler, upon a yellow label on tlie blue wrappers.— 1 
Eaeli bottle and seal is stamped ‘Vegetable Pulmonary Bal- j 
sam. ’
Prepared by R e e d  & Cu t l e r , formerly Reed, W ing I 
& Cutier, Importers and W holesale Dealers in M edicines,! 
Paints, Chemicals and D ye Stuff’s , 54 Chatham S t ., Boston, j 
and sold by Druggists and country merchants generally.—  
For particulars and recommendations enquire for a pamph­
let accompanying each bottle. P rice 50 cents. For sale 
in Gardiner by C. P . B r a n c h ; II. S m i t h ; A . T . P e r ­
k i n s ; G. M. A twood . 3ml3
C . B .  C . has also the right to make and sell the E con­
omist’s P a i n t , a cheap and valuable article for painting 
barns, sheds, fences, ceilings, &e.
W a n t e d  — most kinds of country produce for which a 
.......................  aid. 22
M a rr iso iV s  C o lu m b ia n  I n k .
f  j | 3 HEY are four colors, Black, Blue, Red and Scaritt.
l e w  SCorc a n d  M ew  G oods !
be sold so low as to defy competition.
The above stock is at Wholesale or Retail, at the Gardi­
ner Cheap Stove, by J . 4" J- T. S T O L E ,
Opposite J. E. D a v i s ’ Hat /Store. 
Gardiner, Jan 26, 1848. 27
Their qualities depend upon the following particulars;
First, The use of none but the best materials, that can he 
obtained in the whole American market. Second, the em­
ployment of materials unknown to other ink makers.—
Third, the employment of all the ingredients upon such prin­
ciples, and in such proportions, that their atom* form a per­
fect chemical union; giving, consequently, great brilliancy, Flannels, &r. &c. 
strength, and durability of color. Fourth, methods of man- 1 C i p f N O t r D |( T C  
ufacture which remove all foreign substances, leave nothing 1 ‘ 1 ’ 1 L-  
but the pure elements of ink, and produce tlie highest possi 
ble degree o f fluidity and freedom from sediment .
They are put up in 1 oz., 2 o z .,4  oz., 8 oz., 1 pint, and 
1 quart bottles, half gallon and gallon jugs, each containing 
t\ie fu l l  quantity indicated by the label. Each bottle haa a 
patent circular lip, invented expressly for these inks, by 
means of which the inkstand may be filled by any one with­
out spilling. The black and blue inks may be used with 
steel pens with less corrosive effect than any other known.
Fifth. They will not mould under any circumstances in 
any climate.
B A X T E R  B O W M A N ,
| A t the Store formerly occupied by J . F . 4" A- Richardson,
H AS opened an entire new and general assortment si Goods, adapted to the wants of the citizens of this 
! town, consisting of
D ' K Y  G C O . D S ,
I Of almost every variety,— such as superior English and ; 
American Prints, Alpaccas, Sheetings, Shirtings, Linens, :
S a b b a th  S ch o o l H o o k s .
T H E subscriber is prepared to furnish Sabbath Schools with all the public * tior.s o f the A m . S . S . Union, at 
! Boston prices. Among them are the follow ing :
| T H E  C O M P L E T E  S .  S .  L I B R A R Y ,  o f  511 bonnd- 
! Vols., with 100 catalogues to correspond, including 2 Bib- 
I lical Maps, in a case with lock and key. Price .^4 00,—  
j without ease, S 95.
j T H E  C H E A P  L I B R A R Y  , o f 100 V o’s .,  selected from 
: the above, plainly and strongly bound. Price S 1 0 ,— with 
j case 11,50.
| The Union Questions, Child’s Scripture Question B ook, 
j Union Bible Dictionary, &c. F . G L A Z IE R , J r .
Gardiner, July 23, 1847.
AND PROVISIONS.
D OCT. M ORTON lias this day received a new supply of Chapin’s and JBartlett’s '  Improved Abdominal
Supporters and Shoulder Braces for Ladies and Gentlemen, 
which he sells very low for cash. Those wishing to pur- 
Flour and C orn,Pork,Beef, Lard, Hams, Cheese, Butter, j chase had better call quick, whilst there is a good assort-
Eggs; Molasses, T eas, Coffee, Sugars, Box and Cask R 
sins, Tobacco, Soap, Candles,— and ether articles too 
numerous to mention.
Gardiner, Nov. 24, 1847. IStf
A  P e n n y  saTcd, is T w o  ea rn ed .
I I . I  I . D E A N
H AS taken rooms over the store formerly occupied by Janies Stone, one door north of I. Shepard’s, where
M an .—“ Astonishing  effects” says an old 
writer, “are produced by the busy little crea­
ture, man, when he is situated so that his en­
ergies are drawn forth and directed to the best 
advantage. He turns a wilderness into fruit­
ful fields and gardens ; he roasters the levia­
than in its own element; traverses the vast 
ocean and binds together the most distant na­
tions in the golden chains of commerce. But 
he is a proud little animal and as selfish as he 
is proud, and his spirit becomes torpid, unless 
his situation gives him to feel a degree of in­
dependence, or unless he can appropriate 
to himself the fruits of his own earnings. The 
meaning of the word mine is learnt in infan­
cy ; it is imbibed as it were with the mother’s 
milk; and the desire of appropriating the 
means of enjoyment to ones own dear self, is 
in a general view, the great spring of human 
industry. When man labors and is secured 
in the exclusive enjoyment of his own earn­
ings, he feels a powerful stimulus to action.” 
If this view of man is correct, how im­
portant is it, that an enlarged wisdom should 
govern the citizen in the efforts he may make 
for the acquisition of wealth, lest thereby 
another should lose his stimulus to action, 
cease to avert his full powers, or lose his W e  
of independence. Statesmen and political 
economists, in their plans to advance the in­
terests of society’, ought not therefore to dis­
regard the man who labors, while they speak 
and wrke labor. The man must not be over­
looked. Give his powers full scope, and he 
lives and acts the man. Let him feel t\iat 
upon his own exertions depends success—that 
by industry and prudence the highest stations 
may be reached— that no avenues are closed 
to his advancement and he is happy land free.
THIS DAY RECEIVED,
A  L A R G E  A S  S O  I t  T  M  E  N  T  0  F
IS E A S>Y -JflA D  E €  LOTH BAG !
At H. K. CHADWICK’S STORE,
Under the Gardiner H otel.
T HE subscriber would return his sincere thanks to his customers, and to those friends who have kindly 
recommended his Goods to the public. Grateful for past 
favors, he would solicit a continuation of the same. The 
public will please bear in mind that all 
H I S  G O O D S A R E  W A R R A N T E D  T O  B E  W H A T  
T H E Y  A R E  R E P R E S E N T E D ,
And if they should prove not, the subscriber will endeavor 
to satisfy the purchaser. He hopes by honorable dealings 
with all, to merit a continuance of the patronage with which 
he lias been favored. He now has on hand as good an as­
sortment of
C lo th in g  F u r n is h in g  G oods
As can be found on the river, all which he will sell at
PRICES TIIAP DEFY COMPETITION,
As HE HAS BOUGHT FOR CASH, TAKING
Advantage of the Scarcity of Money,
And tlie large amount of Clothing on hand
In the city, is consequently enabled to sell
AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES!
His assortment comprises among others the following:— 
Broadcloth, Doeskin, Cassimere, Satinett, Hard-times, and 
Rougli & Ready Pants; Dress and Frock Coats ol all kinds; 
Overcoats of every description; Sack and Business Coats; 
Plain and Fancy Satin, Silk Velvet and Cashmere Vests— 
double and single breasted; Broadcloth, Satinett, and Gr’n
B la c k  I n k  is prepared in the following various forms, j he will be happy to wait on his former customers, and those 
W riting Ink— for all common purposes of ordinary writ- | that ar* in want of any work done in his line. Those that 
ing. Japan Ink—for legal and other doenmants, lias a line j are in want of Clothing cut will do well to give him a ca , 
brilliant jloss. Copying Ink—For the pnrpose of writing, ! as he is always on hand, and devotes the most of his time
letters or documents, of which a transfer copy is to be taken, 
It writes freely, give* as copy a perfect as the original, and 
has none of that sticky substance common toother copying 
inks. Marking Ink— for marking boxes, bales, and casks.
It forms an instant dye, gives a very strong, deep black, and 
will not spread or rub off. Ink Powders— ar* to make ink 
suited to all purposes of ordinary use, where the liquid ink 
cannot readily be obtained.
B lu e  I n k .  This possesses the properties of great 
brilliancy and beauty of color, and fluidity, and, unlike 
other blue inks, is not liable to deposit its color.
to that part of tlie business. Ch i l d r e n ’s Clothing 
cut in the latest and most fashionable styles. 17
W a n t e d  three or four first rate coat-makers, to whom 
good w'agcs will be given. Also, a number of girls to learn 
to make Vests and Pants, to whom no pains will be spared 
to impart to them a thorough knowledge of the business.—  
All garments warranted to fit if  made up by good workm
E lim it i ir e  W a r e  Koohh.
T HE subscriber hasjtaken the shop recently occupied bv J- O, H inkle  y & C o., where he now offers to
R e d  I n k .  This Ink has a brilliant crimson red, and ! tlie public a large assortment of F U R N IT U R E —such as
improves in brightness on the paper.
Scarlet In k . Gives a rich mellow scarlet, and like 
tlie red ink improves after written.
For permanence of color, these inks fully equal if not sur­
pass ail others, for when the color is once set on the paper 
it will remain unchanged for ages.
These Inks are for sale in Gardiner by F . GLAZIER, 
Jr. 24
PHOTOGRAPHIC M IN IATURES,
B Y a new process— the light being admitted from a sky-light, instead of a side-light, which is objected to 
by many on the account of one sid* of the face being dark. 
The light is admitted through the roof, which throws the 
shades in a most agreeable manner upon tlie features of tiie 
individual sitting.
Mr. N. D A Y  lias, at considerable expense, fitted up 
rooms expressly for the business,
O V E R  H .  C.  p o r t e r ’ s C R O C K E R Y  W A R E  S T O R E ,
In the third story, where he will be pleased to wait upon 
the Ladies and Gentlemen of Gardiner and vicinity, and he 
will endeavor to give the most perfect satisfaction.' M inia-
B ureas, Chairs, B edsteads, T ab les,
Washstands, Dress Tables, Stands, Settee Cradles, Look 
ing Glasses, See. All of which will be sold as low as at any 
other place on the river. All kinds o f Furniture made to 
order at my shop.
tffj"Birch and Pine Coffins made to order, and at short no­
tice, F . F IF IE L D .
Pittston, December, 1847. 20
ment, for they arc in great demand.
He would also take this opportunity to say that he has 
lately moved to the white cottage house nearly opposite his 
old stand, second house from the Temperance House on 
Brunswick street, where lie is ready to attend to all calls in 
his profession, as Physician and Surgeon, and all kinds ol 
Dentistry, with the exception of setting teeth on gold plate 
Gardiner, N ov. 4 , 1847. 15
*TMolasscs, Coffee ,  T e a , S u g a r .
' 1  IIH D S - M olasses, 125 Chests and H alf Chests
fcL ’n V  v fit l e a ,  65 Bags Porto Cabello, Rio and Cape 
Coffee, 30 Boxes IT. B . Sugar, 4 do. II. \Y . do., 15 bhls. 
Cuba do., 5 do. Portland Sugar House do., 1 hhd. Porto 
Rico do., 3 bills, crushed do. 30 boxes Ground Spices, 50 
do. Tobacco, 20 kegs R aisins, 35 boxes do., 25 half do. do., 
20 quarter do. do., 5 T ierces R ice, for sale by 
nov. 24. JO H N  D E N N IS .
ISO A  IS BU NG  ISOIUsE.
P e r m a n e n t  and T r a n s i e n t  Boardino
m l
i M S l L . , .
- # yam m er 1* lour M ills. Those wishing ,, 
pleasant situation, and a good boarding house, will do well 
to call
Gardiner, Oct. 13, 1817.
i f  a
12tf
Flannel Jackets; Reef Jackets; Patent Oil Clothes, at £2  j turcs set in Cases, from $1,50 to £3 . Old Pictures re-taken 
a suit, warranted water proof or the money refunded. lor 75 cts. Miniatures set in Lockets, from £ 3  to £12.—
Also, a large assortment of F U R N IS H IN G  G O O D S, I Also, Portraits, Daguerreotype Pictures and Scenery, copied
such as shirts, bosoms, collars, dickeys) stocks, suspenders, 
cravats, pocket hdkfs., scarfs, gioves, mittens, socks, &c. 
Gardiner, Jan. 19, 1848. 26tf
NOTICE*
I  HAVE no fears that my friends will forget to call on me, consequently are not under the necessity of putting 
my name at each end of nvy advertisement, for fear that 1 
shall be passed by, or that people cannot find the place 
where they can buy GOODS cheaper than any where else 
in creation, Odd Fellows Row excepted, where 4d sheeting is 
so verv cheap and fine ,—knowing as I do that every one 
that advertises sells cheaper than any one else. Ngw then, 
I will just say that for T H IR T Y  D A Y S you can find 
Goods at my store as cheap as you please.
I wisli it. understood, however, that I shall not undersell 
any one else, who are so fortunate as to have money enough 
to bear their expenses to Boston to make Sijcli wonderful 
bargains as to enable them to sell 10 per cent, cheaper than 
their more unfortunate neighbors. However, wc will not 
throw wool over their eyes, by telling them we go after onr 
Goods, when we send for them by Express, for fear they 
will think we told a long ya m —or so.
ISA A C  SHEPARD.
N . B.— I wonder i f  I could not be accommodated with a 
few clerks in case o f a great rush 1 28
K ELLEY & C o’s SA R SA PA R IL LA , at whole sale and retail, by A. T . PER K IN S.
GOLD LEA F, for Steiglis and Signs,JJust received and for sale by a . t . Pe r k i n s .
true to tlie original. All are invited to call and examine for 
themselves, Entrance at the Post Office— Up Stairs.
Instructions given in the Art, and Apparatus furnished, 
if  wanted.
Gardiner, Nov. 17, 1847. 17tf
T HE subscriber has just received and is now opening his Spring Stock oi’ P A P E R  H A N G I N G S ,  W in­
dow Curtains, Borders, and Fire Board Patterns. This 
stock is the largest, and comprises die greatest variety of 
patterns ever offered on the Kennebec, as all will acknowl 
edge who choose to call and examine for themselves, 
july 23. F . G LA ZIER , Jn .
N E W  GOODS just received at C H A D W IC K ’S  and selling lower than ever.
QC/“A1! persons indebted will confer a favor  by calling and 
settling their hills. 18 nov. 24.
Cheapev than the Cheapest!!
mw sswm Am mw @sm,
S . AV. T A  R  B  O X
H AVING taken and fitted up the Store formerly oc­cupied by J o h n  H e a d e r ,  where he is nov offer­
ing to the inhabitants of Gardiner, and the surrounding noun- 
try a large and complete assortment ol
G ro c e r ie s  a n d  P r o v is io n s .
Such as Flour, Corn, Pork, Lard, Cheese, Butter, E ggs, 
Molasses, Coffee, Tea, Sugars, Box and cask Raisins, 
Dates, Tobacco, Soap, Oil, Candles, F ish, Salt, Sakeratus, 
ruperior No. 1 Mackerel,
CONFECTIONARIES OF ALL KINDS,
and other articles too numerous to mention. All the above 
will be sold a s  low for s a s h , as can be bought at any oth­
er Store in tlie place.
N . B .—The subscriber is determined not to be undersold 
Iv any one, therefore call and examine, before purchasing 
elsewhere.
All kinds o f produce taken in exchange, for which a fair 
price will be paid. •  20
Iff-D o n 't forget the place— 1 Door E ast A . C. Stuart's.
A tte n t io n  ! T l i e V n o l c  L in e . 
T r a i n i n g  \s H e g u n  !
ALL persons indebted to me by note or account, are re­quested to pay the same by Feb. 25th, if they wish to 
save cost. All demand* not settled at the above time will 
be left with an attorney for collection.
J;ln- 19>1848- “ 15tf G. W . LO W ELL.
A 6 S IS o  t; §  E .
TH E subscriber would respectfully inform 
his friends and the public that the above 
House is now open for the reception o f com­
pany, and that lie will be able to wait on 
those who may favor him with a call.
-  , . „  T H E O D O R E  C A R Y .
Calais, March, 10, 1847. 34v
her some ot it, and it soon entirely relieved her, as well as 
myself, and she is well now, and hearty as any child } «ver. 
saw. She was also full o f little blotches; it took them away^B 
and her skin is smooth and fair now; and I am satisfied the 
recovered her health from using your excellent medicine*
S . W . Co.va n t ,  444 Bowery. j 
G i r l s , R e ad T h i s . Y ou who have pale complexions, 
dull eyes, blotches on the face, lough sk in , and are ‘cut of 
spirits,’ use a bottle or two of Dr Townsend V  itaisaparilla.
It will cleanse your blood,remove the freckles and blotchei*, 
and give you animation, spai kling eyes, line spirits, and 
beautiful complexion, all of which are o f immense value to 
unmarried ladies.
G r e a t  F e m a i .k M e d i c i n e . Dr Townsend’s Sarsa­
parilla is a sovereign and speedy cure for Inci| ientConsuni|- 
tion, Barrenness, Leucorrhcea or W hites, obstructed or 
difficult Menstruation, Incontinence o f U rine,or involuntary 
discharge thereof, and for the general Prostration uf the 
System , no matter whether the result of inherent cause, i t  
produced bv irregularity, illness or accident.
Nothing can be more surprising than its invigorating effects 
on the human frame. Persons, all weakness and lassitude, 
from taking it, at once become robust and full of energy tin­
der its influence* It immediately counteracts the nerveless 
ness of the female ft an ic,which is the great cause ofbanenress 
It will not be expected o f  us, in cases of so delicate a na­
ture, to exhibit certificates o f cures performed, but wc can 
assure tlie afflicted that hundreds o f cases have been reported 
to us. Several cases where families have been without 
children, alter using a few bottles o f this invaluable medicine, 
have been blessed with healthy offspring. .
D r Tovm snul— Mv wife being greatly distressed by weak­
ness and general debility, and suffering continually l v paia 
and a sensation of bearing down, falling of the won li, and 
with other difficulties, and having known cases where your 
medicine has effected great, cm us, and also hearing it recom­
mended for such cases as I have described, I obtained a bot­
tle of your E xtract o f Sarsaparilla, and followed the directions 
you gave m e. In a short period it removed her complaints 
pur restored her health. Being grateful for the benefits die 
feceived, I take; pleasure in thus acknowledging it, & recom­
mending it to the public. M . I). Moo re ,
Albany, Aug 17, 1S14. [C or. Grand 4' Lyd’ms-sts 
T o  M o t h e r s  a n d  M a r r i e d  L a d i e s . This Extreat 
c f Sarsaparilla has been expressly prepared in reference ef 
female complaints. No female who has reason to suppose 
she is approaching that critical period,‘the turn of life,’ should 
neglect to take it, as it is a certain preventative for any og 
the numerous and horrible diseases to which females arc sub­
ject at tliis time ol life. T his period maybe delayed several 
years by using this medicine. Nor is it less valuable for
O N E  G R O S S
B. A, Fahnestock’s Vermifuge,
W AR R A NTED  the true ariklt— for sale by the dozen or single bottle, by C. P . BR AN C H  •
W I . GOODS & GROCERIES, a prime assort •  ment, for sale low for cash by
A. T . P E R K IN S.
U R N IN G  FL U ID  & CAM PHENE OILTju^TTT- 
ceived, a fresh lot, and for sale bv
A.' T . P E R K IN S .
P A I M ’S flii  O ILS, a large stock for sale byA. T  P E R K IN S.
Patent Spino Abdominal Supporters.
T H E attention o f Physicians and all others in want o f  the above article, is solicited to “  Crain's Patent S p i­
no Abdominal Supporter," which is warranted equal, if  not 
superior, to any instrument, for the purposes required, now 
in use.
The subscriber has been appointed sole Agent for the 
sale of the above in Gardiner and vicinity, and has just 
jcceivca an assortment of the various sizes.
Gardiner, Jan’y , 1848. C. P . B R A N C H .
I ^ ™ CT !’f Sa,,sapari]la, Y ellow  D ock,and Queen’s 
He light A new and beautiful preparation, superior 
to I ownsend’s , in larger bottles and at less price.
riie subscriber has been appointed sole agent for the 
sale ot the above, in Gardiner. C. P. B R A N C H .
La ran fo r  S a le .
r S ^ H E  subscriber has a small FARM  for sale, about 21-2  
-M. miles from this village, in a high state of cultivation, 
with new and convenient buildings, which will lie sold at 
bargain, if  applied for soon. A. T . P E R K IN S .
Gardiner, Jan. 19. 26tf
I’AIN K IL L E R , for sale wholesale, and re» 
tad b y ___________________A. T . P E R K IN S .
D R U G S & M E D IC IN E S , a fresh stock just received  selected expressly for thcretail Trade, hv
A . T . P E R K IN S .
R O U S S E L ’S Unrivalled Cream for Shavin  which silver medals have been awarded t>v 
Franklin Institute o f Pennsylvania, and the America'i 
st,ll'tc>!£  N ew  Y w k - A fresh supply received , for salc’bv 
Oct 27. r. t* pr> ^ N C II
O lie m ic a ls .
K 1 ‘A’H -G am in e , Sulph. and Acetate M orphine, Strvch- 
K-J m e, lodrne, Iodide Potassium , Ammonio Citrate of 
ouph, Ammomo l artratc o f Iron, Iodide Lead, Iodide Sul- 
11 "b „!!nllc A cid , C reosote,— just received bv
° ct 27 •_________  C. P . B R A N C H .
those approaching womanhood, as it is calculated to assist 
nature, by quickening the blood and invigorating the system. 
Indeed, this medicine is invaluable for all the diseases to 
which women are subject. It braces the whole system,renews 
permanently the natural energies, by removing tlie impurities 
o f the liody— not so far stimulating tlie system as to produce 
a subsequent relaxation, wliieh is the case o f m ost medicines 
taken for female weakness and disease.
S c r o f u l a  C u r e d . This Certificate conclusively proves 
that this Sarsaparilla has perfect control over the most ob­
stinate diseases o f tlie blood. ’Three persons cured in one 
house is unprecedented.
t h r e e  c h i l d r e n .
D r Townsend— Dear S ir: I  have the pleasure to inform 
you that three o f my children have beon cured of tlie Scrof­
ula by the use o f your excellent m edicine. They were af­
flicted very severely with bad sores; have taken only four 
bottles; it took them aw ay, for which I feel myself under 
deep obligation. Yours, respectfully,
I s aac  W . C r a i n , 10 6 W ooster-st. 
N ew  Y ork , March 1, 1847.
O riN ioN S of  P h y s i c i a n s . Dr Townsend is daily re­
ceiving orders from Physicians in different parts o f the Union.
T his is to certify that we, the undersigned, Physicians!) 
the City o f Albany, have in numerous cases prescribe*-f 
Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, and believe it to be one of the 
most valuable preparations in the m arket.
II . P . P u l in g , M. D .
J .  W i l s o n , M. D .
R . B . B r ig g s , M. D .
Albany, Apr 1 ,1 8 4 6 . P . E .  E i . m e n d o r f , M. D.
U n i t e d  S t a t e s  O f f i c e r . Capt. G. W . McLean,one 
of the United S tates Marine Corps, and mcmlxsr of the N» 
Jersey Legislature, lias kindly sent us the following certifi­
cate. I t tells its own story.
R ahw ay, Jan. 25, 1847.
A  year sin ee, I was taken with the Influenza, and niy 
whole system  lett in a debilitated state. 1 was induced to 
j try D r Tow nsend’s Sarsaparilla, and after taking two or 
l 1 “)r 1 three bottles, I wns very much relieved, and attribute it en-
l  K tiicly  to the said Sarsaparilla. 1 have continued taking if 
•ican In- and find that 1 improve every day. 1 believe it saved my 
life, and would not be without it under any consideration.
G. YV. McLean.
Notice.— After the 1st o f January, 1848, none will I* 
genuine unless they are put up with a magnificent co|>p£ 
plate label, containing the fac similie o f Dr. Townsend's 
name, thus— S . P . T O W N S E N D .
I 1 U  cons,nntly on hand D r . C h a t
Bratces* A1>tlom inal Supporters aud Sliouldei-
AJso a prime assortment o f S y r in g e s ,  all o f which he 
oftei s tor sale at th^ lowest prices. 5
T F r e n c h  P a p e r  I la n g in g s TvY O Cases just received and for sale by
42________________ F. GLAZIER, Jn .
P ie k le s .
BBI-S. Cucumber Pickles. For sale by 
™  JOHN DENNIS.
T  retail,Sb ?  D S  SA I^ A P A R ILLA at ^ l e Sale and | | U C K  W H E A T  F L O U R - i ,  Barrels, H alf Barrel 
* A ' 1 E R K IN S . -H i* and Dag**; for  ^ sale JO H N  IW V V WJOHN DENNIS.
Principal Office, 126 Fulton street, Sun Building, N. L 
— Redding & Go., 8 State street, Boston— Dyott & SoWi 
132 North 2d street, Philadelphia— S . S . II anco, Dmgg'ff 
Baltimore— P . M. Cohen, Charleston— Wright & Co., I’d 
Chartres street, N . O .— 105 South Pearl street, Allifiny— 
and by all the principal Druggists and Merchants generally 
throughout the U. States, W est Indies, and Canadas. 
Sold wholesale and retail by G. M. ATW O O D, the «dy 
thorised Agent in Gardiner. 1>9
A y e r ’s C h e r r y  P e e l oral.
A  NO I H E R  invoice o f this celebrated remedy for cougbs. Colds and Consumption,— just received by 
_____  C. P . B R A N C H , Agent fo r  the ProjyritW^
P a p e r  E B a n i f i n g s .
jT feLfe R O L LS, of French and American niaiuift<- 
hire, in store and for sale bv 
July '22, f .  GLAZIES: ?*■
